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ABSTRACT 

Super-resolution is the process by which the bandwidth of a diffraction-limited 

spectrum is extended beyond the optical passband. Many algorithms exist which are 

capable of super-resolution; however most are iterative methods, which are ill-suited 

for real-time operation. One approach that has been virtually ignored in super-

resolution research is the neural network approach. The Hopfield network has been 

a popular choice in image restoration applications, however it is also an iterative 

approach. We consider the feedforward architecture known as a Multilayer Percep-

tron (MLP), and present results on simulated binary and greyscale images blurred 

by a diffraction-limited OTF and sampled at the Nyquist rate. To avoid aliasing, the 

network performs as a nonlinear spatial interpolator while simultaneously extrapo

lating in the frequency domain. Additionally, a novel use of vector quantization for 

the generation of training data sets is presented. This is accomplished by training 

a nonlineax vector quantizer (NLIVQ), whose codebooks are subsequently used in 

the supervised training of the MLP network using Back-Propagation. The network 

shows good regularization in the presence of noise. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Definition 

Image restoration is concerned with the recovery of information lost or obscured by 

image distortion of some kind. One common distortion mechanism is blurring caused 

by physical limitations on the imaging system itself. Real imaging systems have a 

response only over a finite frequency band, such that the output is a filtered—typically 

low-pass—version of the input. In optical systems, the presence of a finite aperture 

such as the exit pupil on a lens results in the phenomenon known as diffraction. 

In the frequency domain, the diffraction effect is manifested as a low-pass filter 

function. Due to the loss of spectral information, the inverse problem of recovering 

the input object from its measured image is ill-posed, and usually does not have 

a unique solution. Many techniques have been developed to counter this problem. 

Prior knowledge about the object, for example, may be incorporated as constraints 

on the estimate, in an attempt to regularize the solution. 

In a diffraction-limited system, the response above a certain frequency (the op

tical cut-off frequency Pc) is identically zero; therefore an image obtained through 
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this system will have no spectral components beyond that point. Clearly, some 

type of nonlinear—or linear shift-variance—operation is needed to recreate a nonzero 

frequency component where there is none. There is no LSI operation that can accom

plish this. The process by which the bandwidth of the diffraction-limited spectrum 

is extended or extrapolated beyond pc is known as super-resolution. 

The above definition contrasts with another definition in the spatial domain that 

is commonly found in the literature. It addresses the spatial resolution of two closely 

spaced point sources. According to this definition, the Rayleigh distance is the mini

mum resolvable separation between two incoherent point sources. Any smaller sepa

ration requires super-resolution techniques to split them. It can be easily shown that 

the two definitions are not equivalent. The spatial definition is in fact more restric

tive. Also, from a practical standpoint, the Rayleigh criterion is harder to measure 

on real-life images, which in general are more complex than simple pairs of point 

sources (with the possible exception of astronomical images). 

On this dissertation, we adopt the frequency-domain definition, and consider a re

stored image with any degree of meaningful bandwidth extrapolation as being super-

resolved, even if the source separation is larger than the Rayleigh distance. 

Currently, there are many algorithms capable of achieving super-resolution. The 

majority of these, however, are iterative methods, in which a single blurred image 

is operated on repetitively until an acceptable estimate is obtained based on some 

criterion. These methods, although appropriate for off-line processing, are ill-suited 
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for real-time operations on which acquired images must be processed very rapidly. 

An example of such a system would be a missile with an infrared (IR) seeker, which 

depends on imaging information to make guidance decisions and navigational cor

rections to its flight path. Another example would be a photocopier machine, in 

which hard copies—of possibly many different originals—are expected in a few sec

onds. Another feature desirable to both systems is that the restoration mechanism 

should be a simple, low-cost implementation that can be mass produced easily and 

economically. Thus, the search for non-iterative super-resolution algorithms is of real 

practical value. 

One approach that has been virtually ignored in super-resolution research is the 

neural network approach. Neural networks have been studied for years and have been 

applied successfully in many diverse areas. They have a number of properties that 

make them good candidates for image restoration applications in general, and super-

resolution in particular. Historically, the Hopfield network has been considered most 

often than any other architecture in image restoration problems; however, just like 

most other super-resolving algorithms, it is also an iterative method, which limits its 

use in situations where high data rate is required. 

The architecture that lends itself more naturally to this type of real-time operation 

is the multilayer feedforward neural network. This network requires a relatively long 

training process on which its parameters are tuned to the specific imaging sensor it 

attempts to correct; this procedure would likely be done at the factory level. Once 
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trained, however, it is fiilly operational without further adjustments and requires only 

a single, forward pass over the blurred image to produce a restored version. Thus, it 

has a much higher throughput rate than a recursive architecture such as the Hopfield 

net. In addition, it is smaller in size and less complex to implement. Of course, 

other advantages inherent in generic neural networks (high parallel implementation, 

fault tolerance, simple components, etc.) also applies to them. One potential in

dustrial application would be the replacement of a larger sensor with a smaller, less 

expensive sensor coupled with a neural network that allows it to achieve bandwidth 

extrapolation comparable to the larger sensor. 

This dissertation addresses the performance of multilayer feedforward neural net

works in the super-resolution of diflEraction-limited, incoherent imagery. The specific 

candidate network considered here is a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network trained 

using the Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm. 

1.2 Summary of Contributions 

The main contributions of this work are as follows: 

• To our knowledge, this is the first ever study of the super-resolution capabilities 

of multilayer feedforward networks in general, and the MLP in particular. The 

study considers different image tjqjes, from one-dimensional to two-dimensional 

binary and two-dimensional greyscale (8 bits/pixel) images. 
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• A novel use of vector quantization for the generation of training data sets 

is presented. This is accomplished by training a nonlinear vector quantizer 

(NLIVQ), whose codebooks are subsequently used in the supervised training of 

the MLP network using Back-Propagation. 

• We examine the regularization properties of the MLP network. In addition, 

we present the derivation and implementation of a regularized version of the 

Back-Propagation algorithm. An explicit regularization term in the form of 

a smoothness constraint complements the inherent regularized behavior of the 

MLP network. 

1.3 Dissertation OutKne 

The remaining chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2 

offers a brief discussion of the image restoration problem and the particular case 

of diffraction-limited images, with emphasis on the ill-posed nature of the problem. 

Classical restoration techniques are reviewed, as well as some of the most common 

super-resolution algorithms used today. 

An introduction to neural network concepts and terminology is presented in Chap

ter 3. Some of the most common architectures and training strategies are reviewed. 

This leads to a chronological survey of neural networks applied to image restora

tion. Finally, -Chapters 4 and 5 discuss the super-resolution performance of neural 

networks. Existing published work is reviewed, followed by simulation results under 
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various conditions. The use of vector quantizers for Back-Propagation training is 

introduced in Chapter 5. Other issues such as the efifect of input dimensionality and 

regularized training are discussed as well. Summary ajid conclusions are presented 

in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 

IMAGE RESTORATION AND SUPER-RESOLUTION: 

OVERVIEW OF ALGORITHMS AND TECHNIQUES 

2.1 Fundamentals of Image Restoration 

During the process of imaging some real-life object, some corruption always oc

curs. This corruption may come from many sources in the imaging environment and 

prevents the recorded image from being an exact representation of the original ob

ject. Image restoration may be loosely defined as the removal or reduction of this 

degradation. 

Some of these degradation sources are caused by the imaging system itself and are 

deterministic in nature, such as optical aberrations, out-of-focus blur and diffraction. 

Other sources such as relative motion between the object and the imaging sensor can 

also be modeled as deterministic functions. On the other hand, blur due to envi

ronmental sources such as atmospheric turbulence, as well as system noise (thermal 

noise, A/D quantization noise, etc.), which may or may not be signal-dependent, are 

random in nature. The contribution from these sources to the output image must be 
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accounted for in the mathematical modeling of the imaging system, to facilitate their 

analysis and the development of methods for their elimination or minimization. 

2.1.1 Image Formation Model 

The output of the imaging system can be modeled in a very general form such as 

that used by Jain [1], who characterized it as shown in Figure 2.1. 

System Nonlineanty 
w(x,y) 

Tl,(x.y) Tl,(x,y) 

Figure 2.1: Imaging Observation Model. 

The model equations implied by Figure 2.1 are given by 

g { x , y )  =  r i [ w { x , y ) ] + r ] { x , y )  (2.1) 

r+oo r-J-oo 

/

-t-oo r-hoo 
/  h { x , y , a , p , f { a , p ) ) d a d p  (2.2) 

-oo J—oo 

r i { x , y )  =  r 2 [ r i [ w { x , y ) ] ] T j i { x , y ) + r } 2 { x , y )  (2.3) 

where the observed (measured) image and the original object are represented by 

g{x,y) and f{x,y), respectively. These two-dimensional functions can be interpreted 

as a spatial distribution of the object and image intensity. The operators ri[-] and r2[-] 
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represent pointwise nonlineaxities that are typically a function of the system sensors. 

For example, ri[-] might represent the response D-log E of photographic film to the 

incident light intensity w{x,y). The generic noise model rj(x,y) contains a signal-

dependent (multiplicative) term T]i(x,y) as well as a signal-independent (additive) 

term 772(2:, 2/). They axe usually modeled as zero-mean and mutually independent 

processes. 

The system function h { x , y , a ,  P ,  f { a ,  P ) )  maps the object intensity in the obser

vation plane onto the image plane, and so in its most general form is a function of 

both coordinate pairs (x, y) and (a, /?) as well as the object distribution /. It can be 

shown that if the system is linear, the object intensity distribution decouples from 

the system function such that h{x, y, a, /?, f{a, P)) = h{x, y, a, P)f{a^ (3). Additional 

simplifying assumptions that are typically made eliminate the nonlinearities ti and 

r2 as well as the signal-dependent noise 771(2;, y), such that (2.1) becomes 

The integral expression in (2.4) is known as a BYedholm integral of the first kind. 

It is found in many engineering and scientific applications. The class of problems 

where the goal is to recover f{x, y) given g{x, y) and h{x^ y, a, P) is known as inverse 

problems. If the system also happens to be shift invariant, we have h(x, y, a, P) = 

h{a — X, P — y) and (2.4) becomes a convolution integral, which is the well-known 

input-output relation for linear, shift invariant (LSI) systems. 

(2.4) 
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In digital image processing, the discrete model equivalent of (2.4) is more com

monly used, and is given by (assuming an LSI system) 

M-l N-l 
y )  =  Z) ^  h { x  - T n , y  -  n ) f { m ,  n )  + t ] { x ,  y )  (2.5) 

m=0 n=0 

where g { x ,  y), h { x ,  y ) ,  f { x ,  y )  and r ] { x ,  y )  may now be considered matrix elements 

corresponding to M x N samples from the continuous functions. In compact vector-

matrix notation, (2.5) becomes 

g = Hf 4- n (2.6) 

where g, f and n are sample matrices written as vectors using lexicographic or

dering; i.e., ordering either by rows or columns. 

Notice that (2.6) corresponds to a linear system of equations, and as such, it 

represents a linear system, although not necessarily an LSI system. If it is indeed an 

LSI system, so that it represents a convolution, then H is a Toeplitz block matrix. 

2.1.2 Difiraction Optics 

As mentioned in Section 2.1.1, one source of image blurring is optical diffiraction. 

This is a physical phenomenon that is present in all optical systems, even if they are 

otherwise perfectly built and calibrated. DiflSraction refers to the "flaring out" of an 

incident electromagnetic wavefront—or any type of wavefront, for that matter—as it 

encounters and negotiates an obstacle comparable in size to its wavelength, such as 
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a pinhole in an opaque screen. Wave diffiraction can be explained qualitatively using 

H u y g e n s '  P r i n c i p l e  [ 2 ] ,  w h i c h  s t a t e s  t h a t  a l l  p o i n t s  o n  a  w a v e f r o n t  a t  a  t i m e  t  =  t o  

can be considered as point sources themselves. These sources will produce secondary 

spherical waves (termed Huygens wavelets). The new position of the wavefront at 

any time t = to + At is given by the surface of tangency to these wavelets. 

In free space, the plane of tangency is parallel to the original wavefront and moves 

in a direction perpendicular to it. This occurs because all non-perpendicular com

ponents of each expanding wavelet are cancelled by the neighboring wavelets. Upon 

encountering an obstacle such as a small slit in a screen, the wavelets corresponding 

to the portion of the wavefront hitting the screen are blocked and can no longer cancel 

the wavelets that do cross the slit. These wavelets emerging from the other end of 

the slit continue expanding according to Huygens' Principle, thus giving the illusion 

of "bending" at the edges of the slit. 

This diffracted wavefront will form an interference pattern in an observation or 

image plane, due to amplitude and phase differences among the incident rays. This 

pattern is known as the diffiraction pattern, and is a function of the shape of the slit 

or aperture. 

The phenomenon of diffiraction can thus be viewed as a mapping of an input en

e r g y  d i s t r i b u t i o n — t h e  i n c i d e n t  w a v e f r o n t  d e s c r i b e d  b y  t h e  o b j e c t  f u n c t i o n  f ( x ,  y ) —  

passing through a finite aperture and into the image plane. 
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Assuming the image plane corresponds to the focal plane of the system, it can be 

shown that this mapped intensity distribution, given by g{x,y), is obtained by the 

convolution of f(x, y) with a function h{x, y) as shown Lu (2.4) or (2.5). From diSrac-

tion theory, it can be shown that this function is given by the magnitude squared of 

the 2D Fourier Transform of the aperture function, within a scalar constant. This 

function is known as the Point Spread Function or PSF, and in optical systems such 

as a camera or a telescope, is determined by the exit aperture (exit pupil) of the lens. 

For a system with a circular aperture of diameter d, its PSF is the square of the jinc 

function, given by 

iinc(r) = {S) (2.7) 

where Ji(-) is the first order Bessel function of the first kind, and the radial coor

dinate r is given by r = {d/Xf)y/x^ + y'^. A plot of the jinc? function is commonly 

known as an Airy pattern, and is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2: Cross-sectional cut of normalized jinc function (left); 3D rendering of 
Airy pattern, jinc?, circular aperture PSF (right). 
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The first null of jinc?{r) occurs at rnuU = 1.22(A//d), where A is the optical 

wavelength and / is the focal length of the imaging system. 

The 2D Fourier Transform of the PSF is known as the Optical Transfer Function 

or OTF. The magnitude of the OTF, normalized for unit gain at DC, is known as 

the Modulation Transfer function or MTF. The MTF corresponding to the circulax 

aperture PSF is 

M T F { p )  =  0.5 cos ^(p) - P\fl - p' (2.8) 

where p = y/u^ + v^f pc is the radial spatial frequency normalized by the optical 

cut-off frequency Pc = d/Xf, and {u, v) are the spatial frequency coordinates. Notice 

that Pc and Vnuii are related by the relation Tnuii — 1.22!pc- Figure 2.3 illustrates the 

circular aperture MTF, which was the choice for all simulations performed during 

this research. 

-1 -0.5 

Figure 2.3: Cross-sectional cut of circular aperture MTF (left); 3D rendering (right). 
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2.2 Classical Restoration Techniques 

The digital image formation model has been presented from a systems theory 

viewpoint as defined by the convolution equation (2.5). An equivalent representation 

is the vector-matrix equation (2.6). The solution to the image restoration problem 

may also be formulated from two different perspectives. It may be approached from 

an estimation theory point of view, in which an estimate f(x, y)—optimum based on 

some criterion—of an unknown scalar function f{x,y) is sought, given an observation 

g{x,y) defined by (2.5). This estimate is constructed by defining a system that 

somehow inverts the image formation process and reverts the observation back to (or 

close to) the original object. On the other hand, from the linear algebra viewpoint, 

(2.6) is simply a system of linear equations whose solution may be pursued using 

techniques from matrix theory without any knowledge about the underlying physical 

processes involved in the formation of g. 

These different approaches attempt to solve the exact same problem, obviously. It 

comes as no surprise then that any of the methods highlighted in the following sections 

can be derived using either representation; the systems optimization approach or the 

matrix equations approach. Andrews and Hunt [3] referred to these two as the 

stochastic and deterministic approaches, respectively. The development of the Least 

Squares (LS) filter is a perfect example of this duality. 
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2.2.1 The Inverse and Least Squares Filters 

Conceptually, the solution of (2.6) for the noiseless case (n = 0) involves finding 

the inverse of matrix H such that the estimate f of the object f is given by 

f = H-^g (2.9) 

In the general case where matrix H is non-square, the Moore-Penrose pseudo-

inverse or generalized inverse matrix is used instead. This is given by 

H+ = (H^H)-^H^ (2.10) 

where EP" denotes the transpose of H. These results are fairly obvious from a 

linear algebra point of view; we arrive at them without the need of any background 

in estimation theory. Matrix theory by itself does not provide any insight on whether 

this result is optimum in any sense. It is the case that (2.10) is the optimum estimate 

in the least squares (LS) sense; i.e., it minimizes the squared error £ls = ||g — Hf |p. 

It is straightforward to derive (2.10) by taking the derivative of £ls with respect to 

f, setting it to zero and solving for the optimum estimate f. First, rewrite £ls as 

S l s  = l |g-Hf|p 

= (g-Hff(g-Hf)  
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Now, recall the definition of vector derivatives. For any two vectors x, y and any 

symmetric matrix A, we have 

a(y^x) 

dfx^Ax) 
^ = 2Ax 

ox 

Thus, 

d £  l s  

f=f d f  

(^) (g^g-2g^Hf + rH^Hf) = 0 

0-2H^g + 2H^Hf = 0 

H^Hf = H^g 

f = (H^H)-^H^g 

from which (2.10) results. The LS estimator is a perfect illustration that the two 

viewpoints are not only equivalent, but also complement each other, in the sense that 

one provides additional information (optimality criterion) that was absent from the 

other. 

In the context of image restoration, as well as in other fields dealing with inverse 

problems, the matrix H is typically singular or nearly singular, which means the 
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inverse either does not exist or is ill-conditioned. Thus, inverse problems are usually 

referred to as ill-posed problems. One potential consequence of an ill-posed system 

is that small changes in the input may lead to large changes in the output. Once 

again, this issue of an ill-conditioned matrix coming from linear algebra is analogous 

to a similar problem in a different area, the problem of stability in linear systems. To 

reiterate, they are the same problem viewed from two different perspectives. Consider 

the Fourier Transform of (2.5), expressed as 

G ( u ,  v )  =  H { u ,  v ) F { u ,  v )  (2.11) 

where we have set t } { u , v )  = 0. The function H { u , v )  is now the system OTF, 

and for most blurring mechanisms such as difiraction, motion blur, etc. it has a 

low-pa5s filter (LPF) type of response. This implies a zero or near-zero response at 

high frequencies. If the spectral estimate F{u, v) is obtained by applying an inverse 

filter = 1/H(u,v), then as H approaches zero, approaches infinity. 

Thus high frequency components will be amplified without bounds. This restoration 

system is therefore unstable based on the Bounded Input-Bounded Output (BIBO) 

stability criterion. Not being BIBO stable and being ill-posed refer to the same 

condition. 
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2.2.2 The Wiener Filter 

Both inverse and pseudo-inverse filters are very sensitive to noise due to this 

amplification effect. Wiener filtering is a method where noise amplification is reduced 

by accounting for noise statistics in the filter response. The Wiener filter is the best 

linear estimate of f{x, y) that minimizes the mean squared error (MSE) 

£mse = £[(/-/Tl (2.12) 

where, just as in the LS case, the estimate / is a deterministic function of the 

measured image g. It is well known that the minimum MSE (MMSE) estimate is the 

conditional mean of the object, given the measured image, or 

f M S B  =  E [ f / g ]  (2.13) 

This conditional mean, however, is nonlinear and in general difficult to compute, 

so for practical reasons, a linear estimate of the form f = w * g is pursued instead, 

where * denotes convolution. Let / be given by 

M - l  N - 1  
y ) =  ^  - m , y - n )  (2.14) 

m=0 n=0 

It can then be shown that the optimum PSF coefficients w { m ,  n )  are the solution 

to 
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AF-L N - l  
X )  w ( T n , n ) R g g ( x - m , y - n )  =  R f g { x , y )  (2.15) 

m=0 n=0 

Equation (2.15) is known as the Wiener-Hopf equation. It is the basis for the 

Wiener filter. Applying the 2D Fourier Transform to (2.15), we obtain the frequency 

response of the Wiener filter as 

W { u , V ) S g g { U , V )  = S f g { u , v )  

where S g g  { u ,  v )  is the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the measured image g ( x ,  y ) .  

From (2.5), and the definition of cross-correlation, the frequency response W(u, v) of 

the Wiener filter becomes 

W ( u  » )  =  H - { u , v ) S „ { u , v )  
\ H ( u , ^ W S „ ( u , v ) + S ^ ( u , v )  

where Sr,r,{u, v) is the noise PSD. Equation (2.17) assumes that the noise r ] { x ,  y )  is 

at least wide sense stationary (WSS) and uncorrelated with f{x,y). Notice also that 

it requires complete knowledge of the object and noise PSD, as well as the frequency 

response H{u, v) of the imaging system. Usually, some or even all of these parameters 

are unknown, so estimates are used instead. For the noise-free case = 0), 

(2.17) reduces to the inverse filter W { u , v )  =  1 / H ( u , v ) .  
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For a diffiraction-limited system, H { u , v )  is zero outside the optical cut-off fre

quency, and so is W{u, v). Thus, the Wiener filter cannot resolve beyond the diffirac-

tion limit. Also, to some degree, the Wiener filter is still sensitive to noise. For high 

SNR values ( SNR defined here as Sff{u, v)/Srjn{u, v)), it behaves like an inverse filter 

which means amplification of frequency components close to the cut-off frequency. 

This tends to cause ringing artifacts on the restored image. On the other hand, for 

low SNR values, it acts as a smoothing filter which tends to preserve some degree of 

blurring. Figure 2.4 illustrates the two extremes. 

(c) Inverse Filter (b) Blurred 

(d) Wiener Filter: (e) Wiener Filter: (f) Wiener Filter: 
40.0 dB SNR 20.0 dB SNR 0.0 dB SNR 

Figure 2.4: Example of Wiener filter restoration. The SNR term defines the assumed 
noise density Snrj {u,v) in equation (2.17). 
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The need for suppressing artifacts such as ringing and noise amplification provides 

the motivation for resorting to more complex restoration methods. These methods 

attempt to regularize the estimate by adding additional constraints which result in the 

suppression of unwanted artifacts. This will be examined further when regularization 

theory is discussed. 

2.2.3 The Least Mean Squares Algorithm 

The Least Mean Squares (LMS) algorithm was developed by Widrow and Hoff, and 

it is one of the simplest and most widely used methods in the field of adaptive signal 

processing. It has been successfully applied in areas such as adaptive prediction, 

adaptive modeling, adaptive interference cancelation and array processing. 

The LMS is a steepest-descent algorithm. It searches for an optimum set of weights 

Wkj, = 0,..., jK" — 1; J = 0,..., J — 1, which are the elements of a matrix W such 

that f = Wg. The estimate vector f minimizes the MSE defined in (2.12). The k"* 

element of vector f is given by 

j-i 
fk = Yl ^kjQj (2.18) 

j=0 

Going through a similar procedure as for the derivation of the Wiener filter, the 

Wiener-Hopf equations can again be derived from (2.18). This time, an iterative 

algorithm for the computation of the weights w^j is used, where the weight adjustment 
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is based on the error gradient relative to Wkj. Namely, the weight adjustment at the 

(n -M)*'' iteration is given by 

Wkj{n + 1) = Wkj{n) - (n) (2-19) 

where = dSMSEi'^)/dwkj{n) and t; is a learning rate parameter that 

controls the speed of convergence. The crux of the LMS algorithm consists of replac

ing the correlation terms from the Wiener-Hopf equation with their instantaneous 

estimates. It is easy to show that after this substitution and some rearranging of 

terms, the LMS weight adjustment is finally given by 

•Wkj{n + 1) = Wkj{n) + Tjej{n)gk{n) (2.20) 

where ej{n) = fjin) — fjiiT-)- This algorithm is very relevant to the upcoming 

discussion on neural networks. It will be shown that it is a special case of the Back-

Propagation (BP) algorithm used to train the Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network. 

It is also used in its current form to train the Adaline neural network. 

2.3 Regtilarization in Image Restoration 

2.3.1 Regtilarization Theory 

Consider again the inverse problem of recovering a function / or its "best" estimate 

/, given H and g = Hf. As shown before, using the LS error criterion, this estimate 

is that which minimizes Sisif^o) = ll^ — The solution to this problem is, 
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iu general, ill-posed. A more formal definition of "ill-posedness" is now given. A 

solution to an inverse problem is well-posed if it exists and it is unique and stable. 

Otherwise it is ill-posed. 

Regularization theory provides a formal basis for the development of "well-posed" 

or "well-behaved" (regulaxized) solutions to ill-posed problems. The basic elements 

of regularization theory were presented by A. N. Tikhonov in 1963 [5]. He defined 

a regularized family of approximate solution functions /(A) that converges to / as 

A —> 0. The solution to the regularization problem is achieved by minimizing a cost 

function S{f,g,X) given by 

£ ( / ,  g ,  A) = M(/, g )  +  X N { f )  (2.21) 

The first term M { f , g )  in the cost function measures the distance between the 

data and the desired solution; e.g., the original LS error term \\g — Hf\\^. The second 

term N{f) measures the cost associated with a functional of the form ||C/|p that 

embeds constraints reflecting prior information on /, such as smoothness, positivity, 

etc. The regularization parameter A controls the weight of this second term on the 

overall cost function and represents a compromise between data fidelity (closeness 

between / and its estimate) and constraint compliance of the solution. 

The regularizing operator C  is typically a smoothing operator, specifically a high-

pass filter type of operator. The rationale for this choice is that the majority of 

the object energy is typically concentrated at low frequencies, so by constraining the 
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high frequency components of the measured image, it is mostly the high-frequency 

noise that is minimized. A common choice for a smoothing operator is the second 

derivative, or Laplacian operator, defined as 

(2.22) 
dx^ dy^ 

The discrete version of this operator is the so-called second difference, given in 

one dimension by 

-1 2 -1 (2.23) 

and in two dimensions by 

0 - 1  0  

-1 4 -1 (2.24) 

0 - 1  0  

Upon encountering an edge, the magnitude of this operator produces a double 

peak separated by a zero crossing at the edge location. It is very sensitive to noise, 

more so than other more conventional edge detectors. This was the operator of choice 

in the Constrained Least Squares (CLS) algorithm, and was also selected to illustrate 

the Regularized Back-Propagation algorithm in Chapter 5. 
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2.3.2 The CLS Algorithm 

Constrained Least Squares estimation is a technique for solution of integral equa

tions of the form of (2.4). The CLS cost function in the form of (2.21) is given 

by 

£{f. g. A) = ||g - Hf|p + A||Cf||^ (2.25) 

Following a similar derivation as for the original LS algorithm, the CLS estimate 

is shown to be 

f = (H^H AC^C) -^H^g (2.26) 

The two-dimensional version of this method was formulated in a classic 1973 paper 

by Hunt [7]. It describes an eflScient implementation in the discrete frequency domain 

using the Fast Fourier Transform to take advantage of the block circulant structure of 

the matrices H and C in (2.26). The CLS estimate in the discrete frequency domain 

is given by 

W ( n ,  7,^ - H * { u , v ) G { u , v )  
P  \ T T f  M 2  t  \  \ / ^ f  \ I 2  (2.27) \ H { u , v ) \ ^  +  X \ C { u , v ) \ ^  

Notice that the Wiener filter is a special case of (2.27) for a specific choice of C 

and A. For C = I, the identity matrix, the constraint ||Cf|p becomes a minimum 
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norm constraint. Additionally, if we let A = 1 / S N R ,  the CLS filter then becomes 

the Wiener filter described in (2.17). 

2.4 Super-Resolution in Image Restoration 

In the context of diffraction-limited imagery, super-resolution is defined as the 

recovery of information at frequencies beyond the optical cut-off frequency Pc of the 

system OTF such as in (2.8). The OTF function has exactly zero response—infinite 

rejection—beyond pc- Therefore, it could be considered the most difficult type of 

image blurring to recover from, since is the worst possible case of low-pass filtering. 

Due to this extreme case of information loss, super-resolution has been viewed by 

many over the years as unachievable. In theory, however, super-resolution is possible 

according to the theory of analytic continuation of functions. The theorem of analytic 

continuation states that knowledge of an analytic function at a single point is sufficient 

to obtain knowledge of the function at any other point in the region of analyticity; 

i.e., the region where the function is infinitely differentiable and meets the Cauchy-

Riemann conditions [8]. This is accomplished by expressing the function as a Taylor 

series expansion around the known point (xo^yo), such that 

f i ^ ,  y )  =  f { ^ Q , y o )  +  I Z  Z )  
m=0 n=0 

( x  -  X Q ^ j y  -  y o Y  
n\m\ 

a"a"'7(x,y) 
d x ^ d y ^  

(2.28) 
x=XQ,y=yo^ 

Turns out that the Fourier Transform of an image is always analj^ical in the 

spatial frequency domain, provided that the object has compact support; namely, 
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that f { x , y )  = 0 for some |x| > X^naxAvl > ^ai- Thus, analytical continuation 

provides a theoretical justification for the pursuit of super-resolution algorithms. 

In the space domain, super-resolution is often interpreted as the ability of resolving 

point sources at separations shorter than the Rayleigh distance [9]. As mentioned 

before, the response of a diffraction-limited system to a point source is given by the 

system PSF. The Rayleigh distance is defined as the distance between the peak of the 

PSF and its first null (zero crossing). For the case of a circular aperture of diameter 

d, this occurs at Ar = 1.22(A//d) = l.Tljpc-

2.5 Super-Resolution Algorithms 

Interest in super-resolution research can be traced back to the 1950's, although it 

was not until the mid 1960's that the first algorithms were published. This section 

is not meant to be an exhaustive survey of super-resolution algorithms, but rather 

to highlight some of the historically significant methods, such as the popular Ger-

chberg algorithm. A couple of algorithms that are based on Bayesian estimation 

are also examined in some detail. These are the Poisson MAP (PMAP) algorithm 

and the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm. The latter is also known as the 

Richardson-Lucy algorithm, and is a form of Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation. 

For a more comprehensive treatment on the history of super-resolution research, the 

reader is referred to the excellent discussion by Sementilli [10]. 
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2.5.1 The Gerchberg-Papoiilis Algorithm 

Perhaps the best known of the early super-resolution algorithms was published 

by Gerchberg in 1974 [11], and one year later by Papoulis [12]. It relies on a priori 

knowledge of the original object which is used in the form of constraints on the 

estimate f(x,y) . First, it assumes the object has compact support; namely, that 

f(x, y) =0 for some |x| > Xmax, ll/l > • Second, it assumes perfect knowledge 

of the object spectrum within the optical passband. 

This is an iterative algorithm in which the estimate is Fourier-transformed back 

and forth between the space and frequency domains, and is modified by applying the 

appropriate constraint. An example in one dimension is illustrated in Figure 2.5, in 

which two unit-amplitude point sources separated by Ax = 3/Fs have been blurred 

by a circular aperture OTF with Pc = Fs/4, where Fs is the sampling frequency. 

Notice that the spatial separation is smaller than the Rayleigh distance given by 

1.221 Pc = 4.88/Fs. Nevertheless, after only 10 iterations, the spatial estimate has 

resolved the two sources (two distinct peaks are visible). After 100 iterations, the 

estimate is virtually identical to the object. In the frequency domain, the progressive 

recovery of the center lobes can be appreciated. 

This algorithm is an application of the method of Projections Onto Convex Sets 

(POCS), which was formally developed by Youla and Webb in 1982 [13]. The major 

disadvantage of the Gerchberg algorithm, of course, is that the a priori information 

is not always known. Xmax and Ymax are not always available. On the other hand, 



Original Object Original Spectrum 

Blurred Image Blurred Spectrum 

Restored Image (N=10) Restored Spectrum (N=10) 

Restored Image (N=SO) Restored Spectrum (N=50) 

Restored Image (N=100) Restored Spectrum {N=100) 

Figure 2.5: Example of Gerchberg-Papoulis algorithm. 
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complete knowledge of the original object inside the optical passband reqvdres perfect 

knowledge of the OTF, and even then, perfect restoration is not always possible due 

to noise (Example of Figure 2.5 has no noise). 

2.5.2 The Poisson MAP Algorithm 

A different super-resolution algorithm was developed by Hunt [18]. It is also an 

iterative algorithm that constructs the Bayes Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate 

of the object, assuming Poisson statistics. The estimate at the {n -1- I)"' iteration is 

given by 

f { x , y y - ^  = f { x , y ) ' ' e x p  (2.29) 

where h ( x ,  y )  is the PSF, * denotes convolution and O denotes correlation. 

Figure 2.6 illustrates the results of the PMAP algorithm using the same two-source 

example as in the Gerchberg illustration. A higher number of PMAP iterations WELS 

allowed (200 vs. 100 for Gerchberg) to obtain comparable execution times. Still, the 

Gerchberg results were superior for this particular case. 

Some variants of the PMAP algorithm have been recently investigated [19] which 

include among others a multi-frame or multi-image implementation of the basic equa

tion in (2.29). 



Original Object Original Spectrum 

Blurred Image Blurred Spectrum 

Restored Image (N=50) Restored Spectrum (N=50) 

Restored Image (N=100) Restored Spectrum (N=100) 

Restored Image (Ns200) Restored Spectrum (N=200) 

Figure 2.6: Example of PMAP Algorithm. 
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2.5.3 The Richardson-Lucy Algorithm 

This iterative algorithm was developed independently by Richardson in 1972 [14] 

and Lucy in 1974 [15]. It is also based on a Bayes estimate, and is given by 

The Richardson-Lucy algorithm is also known as the Expectation Maximization 

(EM) algorithm, and is in the class of Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimators. As was 

the case with the PMAP algorithm, a Poisson model for the image is also assumed. 

Notice the similarity between this formula and that of the PMAP algorithm. This is 

not surprising, given the close relation between MAP and ML estimators. In fact, if 

the object is modeled as an unknown but deterministic function, the two estimates 

are identical. Sementilli [10] points out how (2.30) can be obtained by using the 

approximation exp(a:) 1 + x in (2.29). 

Using the same two-source case as before. Figure 2.7 illustrates the results of the 

Richardson-Lucy algorithm after 200 iterations. They are virtually identical to the 

PMAP results, which is to be expected given their close relationship. 

2.5.4 Other Super-Resolution Algorithms 

The previous sections offer only a small sample of established super-resolution 

algorithms. The list is by no means complete. Another super-resolving algorithm 

is the Maximum Entropy (ME) method, which is a classical restoration technique 

(2.30) 



Original Object Original Spectrum 

Blurred Image Blurred Spectrum 

Restored Image (N=50) Restored Spectrum (N=50) 

Restored Image (N=100) Restored Spectrum (N=100) 

Restored Image (N=200) Restored Spectrum (N=200) 

Figure 2.7: Example of Richardson-Lucy Algorithm. 
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popular in the astronomical commxinity [16], [17]. The ME estimate / maximizes the 

entropy S{f) of the image, defined as 

5(/) =  -  y f { x )  \ o g { f { x ) ) d x  (2.31) 

More recent efforts include the multiframe versions of PMAP, an SVD-based 

method developed by Walsh and Delaney [22], and a variant of a Nonlinear In-

terpolative Vector Quantizer (NLIVQ) by Sheppard [21]. This NLIVQ algorithm is 

described in Chapter 5, and is the basis for generating neural network training data 

later in that Chapter. 

Another approach to super-resolution is the use of artificial neural networks. Neu

ral networks are described in the next chapter, and their use in general image restora

tion applications is illustrated. Specifically in terms of super-resolution, a volume of 

research work has already been done on Hopfield networks, a specific type of recurrent 

or feedback networks. These results will be covered in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OVERVIEW OF NEURAL NETWORKS IN IMAGE 

RESTORATION 

3.1 Introduction to Neural Networks 

An axtificial neural network was defined by Haykin [23] as a massively parallel 

distributed processor with, a natural propensity for acquiring and storing knowledge. 

It resembles the brain in the sense that this knowledge is obtained through a learning 

process. It is then stored in the inter-neuron connections, known as synaptic weights. 

As the definition above indicates, these processing networks attempt to emulate 

the structure of the brain, and were developed in an effort to better understand how 

it works. They implement mathematical models of structural components such as the 

brain cells themselves (neurons), as well as the coimections between them (synapses). 

The brain's capacity for acquiring and storing information is also modeled in the form 

of learning or training algorithms. 
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Artificial neural networks have proven a valuable research tool for the prediction 

and interpretation of neurobiological data. Over the years, however, they have tran

scended the neurosciences, and found to be useful in many other engineering and sci

entific fields. They have been applied in diverse problems such as economic/financial 

forecasting, weather analysis and prediction, dynamic control of industrial systems, 

robotics and artificial intelligence, to name just a few. In the areas of signal and image 

processing, neural networks have been used for pattern classification, feature extrac

tion, signal compression, detection and tracking of radar/sonax targets, and many 

other applications. Image restoration applications in particular have been gaining 

interest in the last decade, as will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.3. 

In a manner analogous to the brain, an artificial neural network (or simply neural 

network from this point on) is composed of a number of interconnected processing 

elements, or "neurons". A prototypical neuron consists of a weighted sum of N inputs 

a:(n), n = 0,..., iV — 1. This summation is fed to a so-called activation function ^(-), 

which is typically nonlinear. The output y of the neuron is then given by 

The threshold term 6  is usually treated as an additional weight w { N )  with a fixed 

input of x{N) = — 1. In compact vector notation, (3.1) can be written as 

(3.1) 

y  =  ̂ ( w ^ x )  (3.2) 
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The inner product term v — w^x is sometimes referred to as the internal activity 

or internal state of the neuron. This universally accepted model was developed by 

McCuUoch and Pitts in 1943 [23], and is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 

x(0) 
x( l )  

<?(•) 

w(N-l) x(N-l) 

-0 

Figxire 3.1: McCulloch-Pitts Model of a Neuron. 

The activation function (p{-) is key to the behavior and performance of the network. 

Notice that if it is chosen to be the linear function ip{x) = x, then (3.1) reduces to 

a simple Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter. The use of a nonlinear activation 

function, however, is what gives a neural network its powerful processing capabilities 

far beyond those of a linear processing system. One of the most popular choices is a 

sigmoidal function, which behaves like a soft-threshold between two distinct values, 

typically [-1,1] or [0,1]. Perhaps its most common example is the logistic function, 

given by 

1 4- exp(—/?a;) 
(3.3) 
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where /3 controls the transition between the two limiting values. Contrast this 

function against the response of a hard limiter such as the signum function. All three 

activation functions are shown in Figure 3.2. The sigmoidal function can be seen as a 

compromise between the two extremes. Either one can be approximated by varying 

the parameter although it is usually defaulted to /? = 1. The logistic function 

combines some of the benefits of the hard limiter (non-linear, compact range) and 

the linear function (diflferentiability). 

21 ^ 

1 

0 

-1 

-2' ^ 
-2 0 2 -10 0 10 -10 0 10 

Figure 3.2: Typical Activation Fimctions. The sigmoidal function (center) may ap
proximate the hard-limiter (right) for /? >> 1. It is approximately linear (left) in the 
region around x = 0. 

The approach for "training" or storing information in the network is driven primar

ily by the type of activation function selected, as well as by the network architecture 

itself. 

1 

0 

1 
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3.2 Neural Network Architectures and Training 

The interconnectivity between neurons in a network defines its architecture, and 

influences the type of training algorithm that it requires. Networks may be classified 

in two broad categories: feedforward networks and feedback or recurrent networks. 

3.2.1 Feedforward Neural Networks 

3.2.1.1 The Single Layer Perceptron 

The most basic architecture of a feedforward neural network is the single layer 

structiire shown in Figure 3.3. By "layer" it is actually meant a processing layer; 

i.e., a layer of processing elements or neurons. The input layer is therefore ignored 

when discussing the nimiber of layers in a network, since it has no neurons and no 

processing takes place other than the distribution of inputs to the next layer. This 

action is also referred to as fan-out. 

Input Layer Output Layer 

—y(0) 

x(N-l) 

-y(i) 

y(K-i) 

Figure 3.3: Single Layer Feedforward Network. Curves inside processing nodes indi
cate hard-threshold activation functions. 
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The most basic single layer network is known as the Single Layer Perceptron (SLP), 

conceived by Rosenblatt in 1958 [23]. It consists of a single processing element with a 

hard limiter (signum) as its activation function. It therefore follows the McCulloch-

Pitts model. Its output is given by (3.2) with = sgn{-). Thus, 

The SLP has proven very effective as a binary classifier; i.e., as a function that 

maps or assigns an input vector into one of two classes. The assigned class labels +1 

and -1 correspond to the output of the hard limiter. A necessary condition for correct 

classification by the SLP is that the classes must be linearly separable. In other words, 

they must lie in regions separated by the hyperplane defined by w^x = 0. 

The SLP is trained by presenting it with vectors whose class is known, and ad

justing the weight vector w according to the following rule, known as the Perceptron 

Convergence Algorithm. For the nth training vector x(n), let 

where 77 is a learning rate parameter and e(n) = d{n) — y{n) is the classification 

error. d{n) is the correct classification label of x(n), and y{n) is the SLP response to 

x(72) defined in (3.4). Thus, the weight vector is only updated if the SLP classifies 

x(7z) incorrectly. Notice the similarity between (3.5) and the LMS update equation 

y = sgn(W^x.) (3.4) 

w(n + 1) = w(n) + rje(n)x{n) (3.5) 
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(2.20). The crucial difference is that e ( n )  6 3? in (2.20), whereas in (3.5), e(n) is 

discrete, and can only take the values -2, 0 and +2. 

As mentioned before, the usefulness of the SLP as a classifier is limited by the 

separability of the classes. As an illustration, the SLP can be used to implement a 

number of basic logic operations, such as AND, OR and NOT. It cannot, however, 

implement an exclusive OR (XOR) operation, because the outputs are not linearly 

separable. The limitations of the SLP were discussed at length in a 1969 book by 

Minsky and Papert [24]. This book was primarily responsible for slowing the interest 

in neural network research through the 1970's and into the early 1980's, where a 

resurgence in the field took place. 

3.2.1.2 The Adaline 

Another basic single layer network is the Adaptive Linear Element or Adaline, 

which was developed by Widrow and Hoff in 1960 [23]. It is structiirally identical 

to the SLP and is also utilized as a pattern-classification tool. It differs from the 

SLP in that it is trained using the LMS algorithm instead. To further clarify the 

difference between the LMS and the Perceptron Convergence Algorithm, consider 

again Figure 3.1. The network output used to compute the error term in the Adaline 

training is the internal activity v, while for the SLP, the thresholded output y is used 

instead. 
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3.2.1.3 The Multilayer Perceptron 

The SLP network can be extended to include one or more hidden layers, in which 

case is referred to as a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) network. The term "hidden" 

layer refers to the notion that, if we consider the network as a "black box" where an 

outside observer only has access to the input and output signals, these hidden layers 

are invisible to him. This network is illustrated in Figure 3.4. 

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

Figiire 3.4: Typical MLP Network. Curves inside processing nodes indicate sigmoidal 
activation functions. 

In this type of multilayer network, the hard limiter is replaced by a sigmoidal 

activation function, which allows an entirely different learning algorithm to be used, 

the Error Back-Propagation or simply Back-Propagation (BP) algorithm. The Back-

Propagation algorithm is a type of gradient descent technique presented by Rumel-

hart, Hinton and Williams-in a 1986 book by Rumelhart and McClelland [43]. 
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The BP algorithm is implemented as follows. The synaptic weights are set to some 

random initial values. The network is then presented with an input vector x(n), for 

which a desired network output d(n) is known. The A:"' element of the output vector 

y(n) is computed according to 

yfc(n) ^^Wfcy(n)yj(n)j (3.6) 

where y j { n ) , j  = 1,..., are the outputs of the last hidden layer. Equation (3.6) 

is also applicable to all hidden nodes, with yj{n) replaced by Xj{n) for the first hidden 

layer. The weights are then corrected based on the squared output error 

- y(Ti)lP (3-T) 

They can be updated every time an input vector is presented (pattem-by-pattem 

mode), or after the entire training set has been processed and the error accumulated 

for all patterns {batch mode). The weight update equation is given by 

Wkjin + 1) = Wkj{n) + Awkjin) (3.8) 

where the change in weight Awkj{n) is given by 

Awkjin) = -T}VJ^^.{n) (3.9) 

The learning rate r? is the same as in (3.5), and is the error gradient 

at the iteration. This error gradient in pattern-by-pattem mode is defined as 
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=  d £ { n ) / d w k j { n ) ,  in identical fashion to the LMS derivation described 

by (2.19). In batch mode, it is redefined as = dSaveldwkj, where 

1 ^ 
^ave = (3.10) 

n=l 

is the average squared error. 

For pattern-by-pattern training, (3.8) can be wxitten as 

V J k j { n  + 1) = W k j { n )  + r } 5 j { n ) y k { n )  (3.11) 

where 5j is the local gradient of the jth neuron defined by 6j{n) = —d£{n)/dvj{n). 

It can be shown that 

5 j { n )  =  { v j { n ) )  e j ( n )  (3.12) 

if neuron j is a node in the output layer, and 

k 
5 j { n )  =  ( f j  i v j ( n ) )  Y ,  S k i n ) w k j i n )  (3.13) 

Jfc=i 

if neuron j is a node in a hidden layer. In (3.13), the summation is performed 

over aU nodes in the layer that immediately follows the hidden layer, regardless of 

whether it is the output layer or an additional hidden layer. A regularized form of 

this algorithm is derived in Appendix A, and discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Notice from (3.12) that if we define ( p j { x )  =  x  , then ( p j { x )  = 1 and S j { n )  =  e j { n ) .  

Replacing this result in (3.11) and comparing to (2.20), we conclude that BP is 

identical to the LMS algorithm for the case of a linear activation function. 

Although it is also used as a pattern classifier, perhaps the most powerful property 

of the MLP is that it is a universal approximator, in the sense that it can approx

imate any continuous input-output mapping to any degree of approximation, given 

a sufficient number of hidden units. This property is discussed in more detail in 

Section 3.3.2. 

3.2.1.4 The Radial Basis Function Network 

The Radial Basis Function (RBF) networks employ an entirely different kind of 

activation function. Radial basis functions in general are used for data interpolation 

in multi-dimensional space. The interpolation problem can be stated as follows: given 

a set of vectors {xi} ajid a set of associated scalar values {ui}, find a function F(-) 

that is constrained to go through the data points, i.e., 

Ui = F(xi) (3.14) 

The function F ( - )  can then be used to calculate data points for vectors that are 

not in the original set. They were first used in neural networks by Broomhead and 

Lowe in 1988 [23]. One solution of the interpolation problem is to choose F(-) such 

that 
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^(x) = 53- XjII) (3.15) 
3 

where ( p { - )  is a radially symmetric scalar function with Xy at its center. A more 

general form of the RBF network is 

^(x) = Y. - CjW) (3.16) 
j 

where the function centers Cj are no longer restricted to be any of the training 

vectors Xj. A popular choice for ip{-) is the Gaussian kernel ¥?(x) = exp(—a:^/cr^). A 

typical RBF network is shown in Figure 3.5. 

Input Layer Hidden Layer Output Layer 

-y(0) 

x(N-l) 

Figure 3.5: Typical RBF Network. Activation functions are Gaussian in hidden layer 
nodes, linear in output layer nodes. 

The training of an RBF network consists of selecting the centers and radii of the 

basis functions in the hidden layer, and the synaptic weights in the output layer. 

This is done sequentially. The centers and radii ( means Cj and variances aj of the 
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Gaussians ) are selected first. For example, an unsupervised clustering algorithm 

such as the K-means [25] may be used. After convergence, the centroids of the data 

clusters become the center vectors c,-. The radii may be estimated by computing the 

empirical variances of each cluster. Finally, having fixed the mean and variances, the 

output layer weights fiUy} may be computed using the LMS or other gradient descent 

algorithm. Thus, the output nodes form a linear combination of the basis functions 

computed by the hidden layer nodes. Poggio and Girosi analyzed these networks from 

the viewpoint of regularization theory and presented them as an approximation to a 

regularizing network [26]. The interpolation properties of the RBF network allows 

it, just like the MLP, to perform as an universal approximator. Again, this property 

is examined in more detail in Section 3.3.2. 

The work presented in this dissertation mainly focuses on the performance of the 

Miiltilayer Perceptron network. Some results using RBF networks are shown for 

comparison purposes. 

3.2.2 Feedback or Recurrent Networks 

3.2.2.1 The Hopfield Network 

By far the most popular recurrent network was formulated by J. J. Hopfield in 

his classical 1982 and 1984 papers [27], [28]. The Hopfield net is a single-layer net

work with complete interconnections. It is in the class of dynamic networks, in the 

sense that the node equations are described by differential or difference equations. 
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The underljdng principle of the Hopfield network is the storing of information in a 

dynamically stable configuration. It may be formulated as either a continuous-time 

(CT) or a discrete-time (DT) network. The CT Hopfield network can be implemented 

as an electrical circuit consisting of simple amplifiers, capacitors and resistors. As an 

illustration, consider the two node network of Figure 3.6. 

Figure 3.6: CT Hopfield Network Model. 

The amplifier with input resistance pi and capacitor Ci in parallel represents the 

neuron of the Hopfield network. The amplifier input and output voltages are Vi 

a n d yi, respectively. They are related by the expression yi = (p{vi), where cp(-) is the 

amplifier response function, typically a sigmoidal-type response. The input to the 

node is given by the outside input current li, and the output current from node 

J. The voltage y,- represents the output state of the neuron. From Kirchoff's Current 

Law, we have at point A (assuming zero input current to the amplifier), 
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+ Ip — li + lij 

^ d v i  ,  V i  _  ^  ^  V j - V i  
* T, if "T 

dt pi Rij 
_ dvi ^ Vi — Vi Vi 
Ci-^ = Z. + ^V-^-- (3.17) 

dt Rij Pi 

Generalizing for the case of J nodes, equation (3.17) becomes 

dut Vi Vi 

• ' i t  "  'Mr"RT"ft  

The right hand side may be rearranged, resulting in 

=  S ̂i j y j  

where Wij = 1 / R i j  and 1/Ri = Ylj=iO-/Rij — 1/Pi)- Equation (3.19) describes the 

dynamics of the CT Hopfield network. Hopfield defined an "energy function" for his 

network, given by 

^ S ̂mVi - E r (P~^iy-)du + Y, liVi (3-20) 
^ i=l _7=1 t=l ^ t=l 

It can be shown that this energy function monotonically decreases with time, as 

long as the conductances {wij} are symmetric; i.e., Wij = Wji and there are 

no autoconnections; i.e., Wa = 0 Vi. Eventually the energy function finds a local 

minimum which is a dynamically stable state for the network. 
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In the discrete-time realization of the network, the following equations describe 

its behavior. 

j 

j=i 

yi(n-M) = i p { v i { n ) )  

Notice that these equations are virtually identical to (3.1) with a time increment. 

The "amplifier" response <y9(-) is now a hard limiter. The behavior of this system is 

similar to its CT counterpart. The energy function to be minimized in now given by 

^ = - Z) (3-21) 
^ i=i j=i t=i 

For a set of initial conditions y(0), this network converges to a fixed equilibrium 

point. The basic structure of the DT Hopfield network is illustrated in Figure 3.7. 

The Hopfield network was initially developed as cin associative memory or content-

addressable memory (CAM), in which a series of bipolar patterns (vectors) are stored. 

The associative memory is then able to retrieve or recall a given pattern when pre

sented with an incomplete, noisy or otherwise distorted version of it. These patterns 

correspond to the network stable states. The distorted pattern becomes the network's 

initial state y(0), and the neurons toggle states either synchronously (all at the same 

time) or asynchronously (one node at a time) until the network converges to one of 

its stable states—a local minimum of the energy function. 
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y(0) 

yd) 

y(K-i) 

Figure 3.7: Typical DT Hopfield Network. Although not shown, one-step delays are 
implicit ia the feedback loops. 

The simplest approach for programming the weights of the Hopfield associative 

memory is by defining the weight matrix W as the sum of the outer products of the 

desired vectors; i.e., let 

iV 
W = X; Xnx^ - aNl (3.22) 

n=l 

where 0 < o; < 1. Note that W is not only symmetric, but for o; = 1 all its 

diagoned elements wu are 0. Thus, the network has no self-feedback. This is the 

standard formulation of the network, and it was proven by Hopfield that under this 

two conditions (sjonmetric weights and no autoconnections), the network does indeed 

converge to a stable, minimum energy state. 
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Variations of this basic configuration include the use of activation functions other 

than the hard limiter, and allowing nonzero diagonal elements. This variations are 

discussed further in the next section in the context of image restoration. 

3.2.2.2 The Self-Organized Feature Map 

A different type of recurrent networks are those corresponding to the Kohonen 

family of networks, also known as Self-Orgajiizing networks. These networks are 

fundamentally different than those mentioned so far, in that they are trained using 

unsupervised methods, where no "desired output" is available or known in advanced. 

The basic notion of self-organized learning is to discover significant patterns or fea

tures in the input data. This leads the network to form what is known as a feature 

map. The features are embedded in the weight vectors {w} associated with each 

neuron in the network. Notice that unlike previous networks, these weights are not 

associated to a synaptic connection between two neurons, but to the neurons them

selves. 

In a Self-Organized Feature Map (SOFM) network, the neurons are typically or

ganized in a ID or 2D lattice where each individual neuron is connected only to a 

neighborhood of neurons in its immediate vicinity. Input vectors x are presented to 

the network one at a time. Unsupervised training is accomplished by competitive 

learning; i.e., a single neuron is selected as the "winner" neuron by having the weight 
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vector that is closest to the input vector in the Eucledian sense. Thus, in a network 

of J neurons, the index i of the winning neuron given an input vector x is given by 

After a winning neuron is selected, an "activity bubble" is formed centered around 

it. This activity bubble defines a neighborhood in which all neurons update their 

weight vectors according to the rule 

One crucial property of a SOFM is that it provides a good approximation to the 

input space with reduced dimensionality. The weight vectors comprise a relatively 

small set which can represent a much larger vector space. This property of the SOFM 

makes it an attractive candidate for signal and image compression applications. For 

instance, the SOFM algorithm is a plausible method to train a Vector Quantizer, 

which is a common technique for multidimensional signal compression. 

Vector Quantization (VQ) is a classical signal approximation method that at

t e m p t s  t o  a p p r o x i m a t e  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  d e n s i t y  f u n c t i o n  p ( x )  o f  a  s t o c h a s t i c  N -

dimensional vector X 6 3?^, using a finite number of codewords or representative 

vectors selected from a look-up table or codebook. Once the codebook has been de

fined, the approximation of a realization x,- of X reduces to finding the codeword Ci 

closest to Xj. 

i(x) = arg min ||x - Wj(n)||, j = 1,..., J 
J 

(3.23) 

Wj(n + 1) = '^j{n) -1- 77 [x — Wj(n)] (3.24) 
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A Vector Quantizer is not a neural network, but its relevance in this discussion 

stems from its ability to represent a large input vector space with a reasonably small 

number of representative vectors. This feature makes VQ a sensible approach for 

generating a reduced training data set that can be used in supervised learning al

gorithms such as Back-Propagation. This method was applied successfully in the 

super-resolution of greyscale images. Results are presented in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Image Restoration with Neural Networks 

3.3.1 Why Use Neural Networks for Iraage Restoration? 

Classical signal and image processing methods are usually based on certain as

sumptions made on the data to be processed or on the system that generated it, such 

as that it is linear and/or shift-invariant. Also, in the case of random data, a proba

bility density may be assumed, with typical choices being Gaussian (by invoking the 

Central Limit Theorem), or Poisson (when dealing with discrete, non-negative data). 

If no assumptions on the density can be made, higher level statistical assumptions 

may be made instead, such as that the process is stationary, at least in the wide 

sense. These assumptions are made so the problem at hand becomes mathematically 

tractable. However, a lot of real-world signals obtained from physical systems have 

some degree of nonlinearity and nonstationarity, and its a priori density is unknown. 

Neural networks have a number of important properties that makes them attrac

tive candidates to solve these types of problems. First, neural networks are inherently 
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nonlinear devices, which allows them to model the underlying nonlinearities of the 

physical system that generates the data. Furthermore, neural networks are non-

parametric in nature, which means they assume nothing in terms of the underlying 

statistics of the input data. Networks which are trained in a supervised manner leam 

from examples presented to them. This allows them to adjust their synaptic weights 

without any knowledge of the probability distribution of the data. 

3.3.2 Function Approximation with Neural Networks 

Another very attractive property of neural networks is their ability to implement 

nonlinear mappings between input and output data, and to generalize this mapping 

when presented with new inputs. This is equivalent to approximating a function 

in multidimensional space which, for an image restoration application, happens to 

invert or deconvolve the blurred image. It has been shown that feedforward networks 

such as MLP or RBF networks are universal approximators. 

This approximation property is essential to the use of feedforward neural networks 

in image restoration. As outlined in Chapter 2, image restoration can be posed 

as an estimation problem, in which the estimate / of an object / is obtained by 

approximating an operator function H~^. This function, of course, is the inverse 

of the operator H that produces the (degraded) measured image g, given by (2.6). 

Approximation theory indicates that a neural network can accomplish this. 
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The ability of feedforward networks to approximate functions has been studied 

extensively over the last 10-15 years. Convergence theorems of both MLP and RBF 

networks have been proven by many researchers. 

Perhaps the earliest and best known proof for the MLP network was published 

by Cybenko in 1988 and again in 1989 [32], who showed that for a bounded and 

continuous activation function the set of finite linear combinations of these 

activation functions was dense^ in the space of continuous functions on T, denoted 

as C (r). r is defined as the r-dimensional unit cube. 

These results by Cybenko have been subsequently extended by other researchers. 

A 1989 paper by Hornik, Stinchcombe and White [33] established that a multilayer 

feedforward network using arbitrary "squashing" functions (i.e., sigmoidal) can ap

proximate virtually any function of interest to any desired degree of accuracy, pro

vided sufficiently many hidden neurons are available. Their results do not address 

the issue of how many neurons are needed to attain a given degree of approximation. 

They introduced the concept of uniformly dense on compacta in C", which refers 

to the uniform convergence to a function / on a compact subset of C, the set of 

continuous functions mapping from 3?'" to 9FJ. They state as a theorem that the class 

of functions denoted as "Sigma-Pi" networks, of which MLP networks are a special 

case, have this property. This means that MLP networks are capable of arbitraxily 

subset A is defined as being dense on another subset B if for every e > 0 and for every b E B, 
there is an a 6 A such that p{a, b) < e, where p{-, •) is some metric defined in the space A and B 
belong to. In other words, em element of A can approximate an element of B to any desired degree 
of accuracy. 
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accurate approximation to any real-valued continuous function over a compact set. 

The compact set requirement means that the input vectors x must be bounded; i.e., 

they must be an element of a compact subset X C S?*". 

The work by Funahashi [34] is closely related and contemporaneous—they were 

published in the same journal volume—to Homik, et al. Using a different method

ology for his proof, Funahashi arrived at virtually the same results. The results in 

Homik, et al., however, are somewhat more general. 

In 1993 [35] and 1995 [36], Chen, et al. generalized some of the results of previous 

researchers. Among other things, they removed Cybenko's continuity requirement of 

the activation function instead proving that a necessary and sufficient condition 

for convergence was that ¥'(•) be bounded. The validity of non-continuous activa

tion functions had already been noted by Hornik, et al. In [36], Chen, et al. also 

provide a very useful table summarizing the major results among various papers on 

approximation of functions using neural nets. 

These results establish MLP networks as a class of universal approximators. One 

thing all these studies have in common is that they only consider a particular type of 

network, namely one consisting of a single hidden layer of sigmoidal neurons, and an 

output layer of linear neurons. The single hidden layer is not meant to be a necessary 

condition, as several researchers point out that their results extend to multiple hidden 

layers; however the linearity of the output layer remains as a common assumption. 
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Similax work has been performed for the RBF network, as well. Corresponding 

theorems have been proven by Haxtman et al. in 1990 [37] and Park and Sandberg 

in 1991 [38], 

Hartman, et al. showed that the universal approximation theorem from Hornik, et 

al. applies to hidden neurons with Gaussian radial basis functions, by using a version 

of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem—the basic tool used in the proof by Hornik, et al. 

The fundamental statement in [37] is that the set of all finite linear combinations of 

Gaussian radial basis functions is dense in C{K)^ . 

Park and Sandberg present stronger, more general results in the sense that radial 

symmetry of the activation function is not required. They only require that the 

function (p{-) be integrable, bounded and continuous in such a way that 

Furthermore, they established approximation properties even in the case when 

the "smoothing factor" of the radial basis functions—the standard deviation cr of the 

Gaussians—is the same for all functions, and they point out the importance of this 

fact in practical applications. 

As a practical matter, theorems on the existence of approximating networks do 

not provide any insight on the size of the networks themselves, or on how the number 

^C(K) is defined as the algebra (a closed set with respect to multiplication and other operations) 
of all continuous functions on K, where K is any convex compact subset of K*". Notice the additional 
restriction on iiC to be a convex set. 

(3.25) 
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of nodes affects performance. Baxron [39], [40], investigated convergence rates and 

error bounds for function approximation of MLP networks using sigmoidal functions. 

He defined two types of errors in function approximation. The approximation error 

refers to the distance between the function to be approximated and the closest or 

"best" neural network of a given size. The estimation error refers to the distance 

between this ideal network and an estimated network whose paxameters (weights) 

have been derived from empirical data. He showed that the total error is bounded 

where I is the input dimension (denoted as r in the previous discussion), J is the 

number of hidden neurons, N is the number of training examples, and C'j is the first 

absolute moment of the Fourier transform of /, the function to be approximated. In 

other words, 

where F { ( jj)  =  C j  represents a smoothness condition on /, and is assumed 

to be finite. From (3.26), the conflicting effects of the hidden layer size J  on the 

total error can be appreciated. There is a trade-off between the approximation error 

(bounded by the first term), which is better for larger networks, and the parameter 

estimation error (second term), which is better for smaller networks. Regarding the 

by 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 
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input size /, it is pointed out that, even though it does not appear exphcitly in 

the first term, it can appear indirectly through the constant Cj, since it involves an 

/-dimensional integral. Thus, a smaller input size should improve the total error. 

In earlier work by Barron [41], the method of complexity regularization was applied 

for model selection, resulting in near optimal choice of network parameters. Com

plexity regularization enables the learning algorithm—such as Back-Propagation—to 

choose J automatically. It trades-off complexity of the candidate network for accu

racy. Complexity regularization consists of adding a penalty term to the cost function, 

same as in equation (2.21), except now N{f) constrains the number of hidden nodes 

and/or the magnitude of the synaptic weights. Thus, the method penalizes large 

candidate networks, which are bound to have small approximation error, in favor of 

the smaller ones. It may be viewed as a network reduction or pruning technique. 

The complexity regularization approach has also been applied to RBF networks, as 

described in a recent (1998) paper by Krzyzak and Linder [42]. They looked at the 

problem of choosing the size of the hidden layer as a function of the available training 

data. They also derived bounds for the estimation error using RBF networks, and 

a convergence rate which was the same as the one obtained by Barron for the MLP 

network. 
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In conclusion, there is an extensive body of work that identifies the conditions 

under which feedforward networks can be expected to successfully approximate func

tions of interest. These approximation properties makes them natural candidates for 

image restoration problems. 

3.3.3 A Brief History of Neural Networks Applied to Inverse Problems 

and Image Restoration 

There is substantial empirical evidence that neural networks can be successful in 

image restoration problems, in particular, and in inverse problems in general. From 

a purely mathematical standpoint, a 1991 paper by Vemuri and Jang [29] discussed 

Fredholm integral equations of the first kind, and the use of the Hopfield network 

to invert them. They demonstrated the viability of this approach by solving for 

deterministic functions of one variable. Two 1995 papers addressed specific and 

more practical inverse problems in electromagnetics and remote sensing applications. 

Elshafiey, et al. [30] used a Hopfield network to reconstruct the permittivity and 

conductivity profiles of a scattering medium based on measurements of the incident 

and scattered electromagnetic fields. They showed impressive results after as little 

as three iterations. Watkins, et al. [31] applied an RBF network to the estimation 

of water vapor content in the atmosphere, obtained by inverting the equation of 

radiative transfer. Their results were superior (lower RMS error) to two standard 
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retrieval methods used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 

(NOAA). 

As a specific application of solution to inverse problems, image restoration research 

using neural networks has been a fertile ground over the last 10-15 years. After a 

period of dormancy in the 1970's, neural network research regained popularity in the 

1980's, thanks in part to the published work of Hopfield (1982) and Rumelhart and 

McClelland (1986). In the almost 20 years since its inception, the Hopfield network 

has become by far the most popular choice between network architectures for signal 

and image restoration applications under various blurring and noise conditions. The 

ubiquitousness of Hopfield nets compared to other networks might be partly due to 

the fact that they have been around longer. The introduction of Hopfield networks 

preceded BP-trained MLP networks by about 4 years, and RBF networks by about 

6 years. Thus, the scientific and engineering community has had more time to study 

and become familiar with Hopfield nets. 

3.3.3.1 Hopfield Networks in Image Restoration 

Perhaps the earliest docmnented work on image restoration was by Zhou, et al. in 

1988 [44]. They used a Hopfield network to restore a greyscale image degraded by a 

known shift-invariant blur function and signal-independent white noise. Their basic 

approach was to define a regularized error function similar to the CLS error shown 

in (2.25). 
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They mapped this equation term by term with the Hopfield energy function de

fined in (3.21). Thus, by reducing the energy function through the normal neuron 

update process (random and asynchronous updates), they reduced the CLS error. 

The weight matrix W and bias vector I defined by this mapping are given by 

W = -H^H-AC^C 

I = H^g 

where H and C are the blurring and constraint matrices defined in (2.25). Notice 

that under this formulation, the connection weights Wij are a function of the blurring 

matrix elements and thus are not dependent of the training data, as is the case 

in (3.22). This allows the Hopfield network some degree of generalization, something 

that previous implementations as a CAM did not achieve. Once the weight matrix 

is defined, only the bias terms need to be computed for new images. 

Another notable deviation from the standard formulation of the Hopfield net was 

that they now allowed self-feedback; i.e., nonzero diagonal elements (autoconnections) 

in the weight matrix W. Under those conditions, the convergence of the network is 

not guaranteed unless extra steps are taken to ensure the energy fimction does not 

increase after state transitions^ . 

^Actually, it can be shown that under asynchronous updates, the energy function is non-
increasing even for positive self-feedback; it is only when the autoconnections are negative that 
convergence is not guaranteed. 
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The neurons in [44] had a hard-limiter as the activation function, therefore their 

outputs could only take binary values of 0 or 1. The image greylevels were represented 

by the simple sum of these outputs. This approach has the advantage of being fault 

tolerant, but is costly from the standpoint of network size. For a. N x N image of L 

greylevels, a total of N^L neurons are needed. 

The work by Zhou, et al. inspired many others to study the Hopfield net under 

different image restoration scenarios, and to build upon the original Hopfield design. 

Chiang and Sullivan [45] presented an extension of Zhou's approach for multi-frame 

restoration. Zhang, et al. [46], proposed using multistate neurons to avoid the ex

ploding number of neurons needed when greylevels are represented using a simple 

sum of binary neurons. They demonstrated performance against an image degraded 

by linear motion blur plus additive noise. Paik and Katsaggelos [47] also consid

ered motion blur with and without additive Gaussian noise (20 dB SNR). They also 

allowed nonzero autoconnections. Their modified updating rules were shown to con

verge without the extra step of checking the energy reduction after every update, 

which was a drawback of Zhou's implementation. An improvement on Paik and Kat

saggelos' method was proposed by Sun, et al. [48]. They presented simulation results 

showing better artifact suppression and higher restored SNR than those obtained 

using Paik and Katsaggelos' algorithm. 
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The robustness of the Hopfield net as an image restoration tool has been demon

strated even when the blurring mechanism departed from the common LSI assump

tions. Bilgen and Himg [49] considered a random shift-variant blur and Gaussian 

noise in restoring ID signals. Perry and Guan [50] also applied shift-variant distor

tions, this time to 2D images. 

All of these researchers used a common strategy, that of mapping the error function 

to be minimized into the network's energy function to exploit its energy reduction 

ability. Figueiredo and Leitao [51] followed a different approach. They proposed 

neural implementations of iterative restoration schemes which were shown to con

verge. The so-called Gauss-Seidel algorithm and a modified Jacobi algorithm were 

two examples of this approach, both implemented in Hopfield-type networks of graded 

elements. 

3.3.3.2 Multilayer Feedforward Networks in Image Restoration 

The previous discussion is helpful in gaining an appreciation for the significant 

body of work spawned from the pioneer work of Zhou, et al. At the opposite end, 

feedforward architectures such as RBF and MLP networks have been comparatively 

ignored in image restoration applications. One of the few studies found was published 

by SivaJcumar and Desai in 1993 [52]. They considered a shift-invariant blur with and 

without zero-mean white Gaussian noise on both binary and greyscale images. This 

paper maintained the notion that the only valid outputs of a sigmoidal neuron are 
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their two limiting values, such as zero and one. Thus, for binary images, each output 

neuron represents one image pixel. To avoid the need for requiring b output neurons 

per pixel on a greyscale image of b bits/pixel, a novel approach was suggested which 

was the use of a multilevel sigmoidal function, formed by the superposition of 2^ 

shifted logistic functions. Under this approach, the requirement for the number of 

output pixels remains the same as it is for a similar size binary image. Although is is 

an interesting idea, it will be shown in Chapter 5 that it is unnecessary; that proper 

representation of greylevels can be obtained with a standard sigmoid function and 

appropriate scaling. Another idea proposed in [52] to avoid needing one neuron per 

image pixel was to apply a segmentation scheme in which the large image is broken 

down into smaller blocks or subpattems and input to the network sequentially. The 

justification for doing this is that the blurring suffered by the image is assumed to be 

local; therefore any one pixel is only influenced by a small neighborhood around it. 

This scheme was utilized successfully in the network implementations to be shown 

later. 

A paper by Cha and Kassam [5-3] focused on variations of RBF networks and 

compared their performance against an MLP network and other methods such as 

FIR and Volterra filters. These networks were tested against highly nonlinear dis

tortions cind signal-dependent noise. One notable finding was that even though the 

RBF performed better than the MLP on their study, they recognized that for high-

dimensional problems, the RBF requires a much larger hidden layer than the MLP 
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network. This observation is consistent with our results on binary data, which are 

presented in Chapter 4. 

Hopfield, MLP and RBF networks are by no means the only architectures that 

have been found in the image restoration literature, although they are by far the most 

common. For the sake of completeness, it is worth mentioning that two additional 

types of networks found in image restoration applications were Self-Organizing Neural 

Networks (SONN) [54] and Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) [55]. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SUPER-RESOLUTION RESULTS ON BINARY IMAGES 

4-1 Previous Super-Resolution Work with Neural Networks 

As stated before, "super-resolution" in the context of this dissertation is defined as 

the spectral extrapolation of a signal that has been band-limited to some frequency 

Pci with difiraction being a specific example of this band-limiting process. From 

a literature review on the subject, we can conclude that in many instances, the 

definition given by other researchers is not necessarily consistent with ours. Often, 

"super-resolution" is used interchangeably with "restoration". 

Two examples axe the papers by Farhat and Miyahara in 1986 [56] and Winters 

in 1988 [57]. Farhat and Miyahara pursued the recovery of partial images using what 

they described as a non-linear associative memory matrix. This is nothing more than 

a Hopfield network —^Apparently, the term had not yet been popularized by 1986. On 

their paper, they defined super-resolution as the recovery of a function from a noisy 

or imperfect part. Thus, they actually addressed a generic restoration problem, as 

opposed to the specific problem of super-resolution as we define it. Similarly, Winters 

poses the problem of minimizing a constrained LS error between some object and its 
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measured image, which is obtained from the reflection of ultrasonic pulses on the 

object. The error function is mapped into the energy function of a Hopfield network, 

very much like the cases illustrated in the previous section. 

We conclude that these two papers are really additional examples of image restora

tion \^ith Hopfield nets, and truly belong as part of the survey presented in section 3.3. 

As far as spectral extrapolation, no claims are made and no evidence is presented on 

these documents. 

The earliest documented work that truly addresses super-resolution using neural 

networks was found in a 1987 paper by Eichmann and Stojancic [58]. They pose 

the problem of resolving two point sources spaced less than one Rayleigh distance 

apart, blurred by an ideal low pass filter (ILPF). They resort to a Hnear associative 

memory (LAM) matrix M to approximate the inverse of the blurring matrix H 

of equation (2.6), such that the restored image is given by f = Mg. The restoration 

of g then becomes the recall of a key pattern stored in the LAM. This approach 

thus limits the number of "reconstnictable" images to those that belong to the LAM 

training set. A point worth noting is that even though this is a linear restoration 

method, in general it is not shift-invariant, so it does not contradict the previous 

statement that LSI methods are not super-resolving. 

A 1988 paper by Abbiss, et al. [59] discusses the feasibility of using Hopfield 

networks to achieve super-resolution. A CLS formulation of the error function is 

proposed, with the particular constraint of minimum norm; i.e., with matrix C in 
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equation (2.25) defined as the identity matrix. The classical pseudo-inverse estimate 

of the image is given by 

which is a special case of (2.26) with C = I. The matrix inversion is typically 

accomplished by the SVD method. As done many times before, the error fimction 

is then mapped into the network's energy function. Modifications to the standard 

Hopfield formulation are once again needed to ensure decreasing energy, given that the 

main diagonal of the connection matrix is nonzero under this model. Results of this 

implementation are presented in a follow-up 1991 paper [60]. A ID greyscale image 

of 15 pixels long was blurred by a sine? PSF, and restored with a 90 neuron network 

( 6 bits/pixel coding ). The image depicts three discrete objects which are resolved 

with the Hopfield net. This approach is shown to yield comparable performance to 

the standard SVD inversion of (4.1), with reduced computational complexity. 

A more recent paper by Li, et al. [61] in 1995 describes the use of a Hopfield net 

to restore nuclear medicine images. It follows the same approach outlined before, 

except that it adds a Maximum Entropy (ME) constraint on the estimate. The 

energy function to be minimized by the network is given by 

(4.1) 

£ = -5(f) + iAQ(f) + i#z||Cf||^ (4.2) 
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where Q(f )  = ||Hf — g|p — ||n|p, C is the discrete Laplacian operator defined 

in (2.24), and iS'(f) is the vector entropy defined as 

= - E A ^og(A) (4.3) 
*:=! 

This ME-Hopfield net was used to restore images degraded by a simulated PSF and 

additive, signal-dependent Poisson noise. Even though no claims of super-resolution 

were made on this paper, the ME estimator has known super-resolution properties, 

as mentioned in section 2.5.4. The implementation of a ME estimator in a Hopfield 

net is therefore worth noting in this section. 

Even though Abbiss, et al. discuss bandwidth extrapolation, no results axe pre

sented showing that it has actually been achieved. The restored image plots presented 

in their paper axe aU on the space domain. Even then, the spatial ajds is not labeled, 

so the sepaxation between the different sources is unknown. Although the sources 

axe obviously resolved, there is no telling whether the resolution went beyond the 

Rayleigh limit. Thus, claims of super-resolution with this network seem to be lacking 

conclusive evidence at this point. 

Prom the previous discussion, it is fairly obvious that research on super-resolving 

neural networks has focused almost exclusively on the Hopfield network. No other 

tj^e of network has been found in the literature, with the exception of the LAM 

developed by Eichmann ajid Stojancic. The prevalence of the Hopfield net is consis

tent with the discussion of neural networks in image restoration in section 3.3. We 
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now direct our attention to feedforward networks, and to the MLP in particular. Its 

super-resolution capabilities are discussed and documented in the next section. 

4.2 Super-Resolution Performance of Feedforward Networks 

"Make i t  simple,  but no simpler . . ."  

The previous quote, attributed to Albert Einstein, summarizes our philosophy in 

developing a study on the super-resolution capabilities of the MLP network. We 

start with a very simple case of a ID binary signal with no noise, and gradually 

increase complexity by going to the 2D case. Greyscale images are then considered, 

and finally noise is added. Performance parameters are discussed in the next section, 

then simulation results are presented and discussed. Additional issues regarding 

training, dimensionality and regularization are addressed as appropriate. 

4.2.1 Performance Metrics 

The basic criterion used to assess restoration performance is the average squared 

error between the N x N object f and its estimate f. It is defined as 

= (4.4) 

It is common in the literature to refer to (4.4) as a mean squared error (MSE), 

although this may be misleading since, strictly speaking, the MSE is a statistical 

average as in (2.12), not a sample average. It will be used here, however, to be 
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consistent with the convention used by many in the literature. Equation (4.4) is also 

the cost function used in the Back-Propagation training of the MLP network, defined 

by (3.7) and (3.10) . This metric is a global, quantitative measure of how close the 

estimate is to the original object, however it does not not say anything about how 

much improvement has been achieved relative to the blurred image. Another figure 

of merit based on the MSE attempts to do just this. The Improvement in Signal to 

Noise Ratio (ISNR) is defined as 

ISNR = (4.5) 
| | f - f | |2  

It consists of the ratio of two Eucledian norms, one being the original object-

blurred image MSE, the other being the original object-restored image MSE. An 

ISNR greater than one—or, in a dB scale, a positive ISNR—indicates a restored 

image that is closer in the MSE sense to the original object than the degraded image. 

This metric, even though it refers to an SNR, can also be used in a noise-free case, 

since noise does not expUcitly appears in the definition; i.e., g might be the result of 

blurring only without any noise being added. 

A restored image that "looks" better or with ISNR > 0 is not necessarily super-

resolved. Bandwidth extrapolation must be confirmed by examining its Fourier spec

trum. Even then, super-resolution should not be claimed unless this extrapolation is 

meaningful. Nonzero frequency components above pc might be due to noise or any 

artifact resulting from the nonlinearities involved in the restoration process. A truly 
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super-resolved image spectrum will be highly correlated with the original object spec

trum. To ascertain this, a spectral correlation coefficient is computed. A small M x 

M window, typically M = 7, is used which defines a small subregion in the frequency 

domain. The correlation coefficient between the object and restored spectra within 

this subregion is then computed as 

m m 

F{m — u,n — v)F*{m — u,n — v) 

r(m, n) = „ (4.6) mm mm 
S 5̂  |F(m - w, n -

ti=—m t;=—m u=—m u=—m 

where m = (M — l)/2 and F(u,v),  F{u,v) are the object and estimate Fourier 

spectra, respectively, mean-removed with respect to the M xM window. By scanning 

the window through the entire image spectra, a correlation coefficient image is formed, 

which indicates regions where high correlation exists between the two spectra. 

The spectral correlation coefficient, along with the MSE and ISNR., are the per

formance metrics used to evaluate the experimental results. 

4.2.2 Image Modeling Issues 

The process of generating training images is now illustrated using the ID case 

as an example. A real object f{x) is a continuous function of x, therefore it has 

infinite spatial resolution. Obviously, this cannot be achieved in a digital simulation. 

The approach used to approximate this is to start with a high resolution image 

as the object, and to let its "measured" image be a reduced resolution (reduced 
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dimensionality) version. Thus, let an image of length N  be the original object. 

Assume its sampling interval is Axq. This object is then blurred by multiplication in 

the frequency domain with a circular aperture OTF defined by (2.8). The resulting 

blurred image (still of dimension N) is then downsampled. A decimation factor of 2 

was chosen, so that the final "measured image" is of dimension N/2, with sampling 

interval  axs = 2axq. 

The degree of blurring was determined as follows. In a typical imaging system, 

A/D sampling is done on the image recorded on the focal plane of the optical system. 

At that point, the image is already band-limited by the optical OTF to the cut-off 

frequency pc- Optimal storage and/or transmission considerations require the image 

to be sampled at no higher than the Nyquist rate, thus the sampling frequency is set 

as Us = l/Axa = 2pc- To simulate this condition, the cut-off frequency of the OTF 

must then be pc = In other words, the support of the OTF is the set of samples 

{[0,iV/4]u[3A^/4,iV-l]}. 

The significance of Nyquist sampling when considering image super-resolution is 

that spectral extrapolation beyond pc will result in aliasing, since those frequency 

components lie beyond the folding frequency Us/2. As pointed out by Hunt in [6], 

this is an often overlooked detail that can hinder restoration performance. In order 

to avoid aliasing as a result of the super-resolution processing, a higher degree of 

spatial resolution must be achieved; i.e. spatial interpolation must take place. This 

interpolation results in a higher sampling frequency u'^ that offers the opportunity 
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for the recovery of information in the interval pc < u < u'j2. Thus, super-resolution 

can be achieved without aliasing. 

4.2.3 Results on ID Binary Images 

The first set of experiments attempted the super-resolution of binary vectors. A 

small training set of 20 arbitrary vectors pairs (gi, f,) was used, where the desired 

vec tors  (ob jec t s )  had  length  N = 32,  and  the  b lur red  vec tors  g , -  had  length  N/2  =  

16. A one-hidden layer MLP was used. Its topology is described using the notation 

I-J-K, where /, J and K are the dimensions of the input, hidden and output layers, 

respectively. The MLP had sigmoidal activation functions on all its hidden and 

output nodes, and was trained with the standard BP algorithm operating in the 

batch mode. 

The size of the output layer was fixed a.t K = 3. The input vectors were par

titioned into overlapping sub-vectors of even length I. The goal was for the MLP 

to restore the (7/2)"' and (7/2 4- 1)''' elements in the input pattern, and to simul

taneously interpolate between them. The remaining input pixels provide additional 

information on the blurring mechanism in the neighborhood of the pixels of interest. 

This interpolating network is illustrated in Figure 4.1 for the case 7 = 4. Since the 

input patterns are overlapped, the next pattern woiild have pixels 3 and 4 at its mid

point, so the network output would restore them plus interpolate pixel 3.5 between 

them, and so on. Thus, the entire image is eventually restored and upsampled by 
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a factor of 2 (with a one pixel processing overhead due to the overlapping). The 

network thus combines spectral extrapolation and spatial interpolation in one step. 

Figure 4.1: MLP Network for ID binary image super-resolution. Output pixels 2 and 
3 have been unblurred; Pixel 2.5 has been interpolated. 

After training, the network was tested with a new pattern not in the training set 

to test its generalization properties. The pattern chosen was the dual source image 

with 3-sample separation used in section 2.5 to test other super-resolution algorithms. 

Figure 4.2 shows the results for / = 4 after 10,000 training iterations. The hidden 

layer size J was varied between 2 and 16 nodes. For this particular example, we 

note that for J = 2, the network is not yet able to resolve (split) the sources. For 

J = 4, the sources are split, although there is a one-sample shift on the left peak, 

which in turn causes the restored spectrum to have a lobe at u = Us/2 instead of a 

null. Similar response is observed for J = 16, although the source split is now more 

pronounced, with the right peak almost fully restored. The best overall performance 

on both domains was obtained for J = 8. It may be argued that of all the hidden layer 
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sizes tested, this offered the best compromise between approximation and estimation 

error, as discussed in section 3.3.2. 

Effects of Input Dimension 

The effects of increasing /, the dimension of the input layer, was investigated. 

From (3.26), it is desirable to maintain a small input layer to minimize the estima

tion error. However, when designing the network, it is important to consider the 

physical problem that is being tried to solve. This particular application is a decon-

volution operation. In the following discussion, we consider the discrete case for the 

sake of simpUcity, even though real images are the result of a continuous-space convo

lution. The pixels that are input to the network are each the output of a convolution 

between the original object and the blurring PSF matrix. Assuming that the PSF 

has compact support (finite extent), then only a finite set of pixels from the object 

actually contribute to the blurred pixel. To illustrate, assume the discrete PSF has 

a total extent of M samples. Consider an object pixel represented by sample index 

n. After convolution, there are exactly M blurred pixels that include a contribution 

from pixel n. Denote this set of pixels by 5Af(n). In order to deconvolve pixel n, it 

is desirable to have the entire set SMin) available. In general, the more pixels from 

are available, the better the deconvolution performance is expected to be. 

For a circular aperture, the PSF —the j inc^ function defined by (2.7)— has infinite 

extent, as depicted in Figure 2.2. So in theory, infinite number of samples would 
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4-2-3 MLP, Space domain 4-2-3 MLP, Frequency domain 

4-4-3 MLP, Space domain 4-4-3 MLP, Frequency domain 
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4-8-3 MLP, Frequency domain 

4—16-3 MLP, Space domain 4-16-3 MLP, Frequency domain 

Figure 4.2; Super-resolution Results of 4-J-3 MLP on ID Binary Data. 
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be needed for deconvolution. This function, however, decays rapidly after a few 

samples, so the most significant contribution to a blurred pixel comes from a small 

neighborhood around it. For the case under consideration where the cut-off frequency 

is given by Pc = 5^, the PSF has its first null at Tnuii = 1-221 pc — 4.88ArEo. Thus, 

the mainlobe extent of the PSF (null-to-null extent) is roughly 10 samples (9.76 

samples to be accurate) at the original sampling interval. The modeled blurred 

image, however, has been downsampled by a factor of 2, so we only need about 5 of 

these samples at twice the sampling interval. It then seems that an input layer of 

size J = 4 is fairly reasonable, since it covers most of the PSF mainlobe. Figure 4.3 

shows the normalized amplitude of the jinc? function plotted against multiples of 

the sampling interval Axq. The particular sample values circled in the figure are 

summarized in Table 4.1. In addition, A(m), the percentage of the mainlobe area up 

to m samples away from the peak is also included. It is defined as 

A(,m) = 5:7 • 100 (4.7) 
/o J (r) rfr 

At 3 samples from the center, the percentage of the mainlobe area covered is 

about 62 %. This corresponds to a two-sided extent of 7 samples (including the 

sample at the peak). After downsampling (assuming only odd samples are kept), 

only 4 samples remain. Thus, m = 3 corresponds to the / = 4 case whose results are 

shown in Figure 4.2. In general, given a nmnber of samples m from Table 4.1, the 

input layer size I required to cover the corresponding A{m) is given by / = m -1-1. 
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Even though the / = 4 case already covers the majority of the PSF mainlobe, 

significant improvement was obtained by increasing it. The next even size (/ = 6) 

starts including information from the first sidelobe. Increasing to / = 10 adds more 

contributions from the first sidelobe and starts picking some from the second sidelobe. 

Results for these two cases are shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, for the same variations 

of hidden layer size. 
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Figure 4.3: Normalized Amplitude of Circular Aperture PSF. 

In Figure 4.4 we find that for J = 2, the network response is very weak but traces 

of a split start to appear. For J = 4 the split is evident, and for J = 8 and 16, the 

network achieves close to full restoration. In Figure 4.5 the split is visible in a much 

stronger response for J = 2, with virtually full restoration on the remaining cases. 

Overall, a hidden layer size of J = 8 seemed to offer the best performance for a given 

input size. 
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Figure 4.4: Super-resolution Results of 6-J-3 MLP on ID Binaxy Data. 
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Figure 4.5: Super-resolution Results of lO-J-S MLP on ID Binary Data. 
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m 
(No. Samples 

from peak) 

j inc^imAxo) 
(Normalized 
Amplitude) 

A{m) 
(% Mainlobe 

Area) 
1.0 0.8554 20.79 
2.0 0.5209 41.55 
3.0 0.2018 62.22 
4.0 0.0328 82.74 
4.88 0.0 100.0 

Table 4.1; Normalized Amplitude of Circular Aperture PSF at specific samples away 
from peak. 

Given that the desired output of the networks is binary, one reasonable approach 

would be using a hard-threshold activation function at the output layer instead of 

a sigmoidal function. Training is still performed with the sigmoidal function, since 

differentiability is still required by the BP algorithm. A hard-threshold for regular 

processing, however, has the potential for wiping out the low amplitude noise while 

strengthening weak peaks in the image. This approach would be in the same spirit 

as the Adeline network, in which the LMS algorithm is used for training (effectively 

a linear activation function), but a hard-limiter is later used for regidar operation. 

The results of this alternate method were mixed. Two examples are shown in 

Figure 4.6. For the 6-16-3 network, using a hard-limiter eliminated all residual errors 

and achieved 100 % restoration, resulting in infinite ISNR. On the other hand, the 

resolved peaks achieved by the 6-4-3 network are not strong enough to cross the 

hard-limiter threshold, so the entire image is wiped out, resulting in zero output. 
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Sampl«Numb«r SampI* NumMr 

(a) 6-16-3, Sigmoidal (b) 6-16-3, Hard-Iimiter 

SampI* Number 

10̂  

IS 20 
Sample Numbar 

(c) 6-4-3, Sigmoidal (d) 6-4-3, Hard-limiter 

Figxire 4.6: Thresholding Network output does not necessarily improve performance. 
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Table 4.2 summarizes the ISNR performance of all these networks. In general, 

hard-limiting the output resulted in degraded performance relative to maintaining 

the sigmoidal output. On those few cases where hard-limiting helped, the ISNR was 

already very high. We conclude from this data that hard-limiting the binary outputs 

is in general not recommended. 

Network Sigmoidal Output Hard-limiter Output Network 
MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) 

4-2-3 0.0462 -0.0845 0.0625 -1.3976 
4-4^3 0.0462 -0.0856 0.0938 -3.1586 
4-8-3 0.0197 3.6137 0.0312 1.6127 
4-16-3 0.0376 0.8140 0.0625 -1.3976 
6-2-3 0.0600 -1.2195 0.0625 -1.3976 
6-4-3 0.0324 1.4508 0.0625 -1.3976 
6-8-3 0.0006 19.0201 0.0000 -f-oo 
6-16-3 0.0026 12.3786 0.0000 -l-oo 
10-2-3 0.0501 -0.4351 0.0625 -1.3976 
10-4-3 0.0006 18.5478 0.0000 -hOO 

10-8-3 0.0008 17.4891 0.0000 +00 
10-16-3 0.0002 22.7985 0.0000 -l-oo 

Table 4.2: MLP Performance for sigmoidal and hard-limiter outputs ( MSE between 
blurred input and object = 0.0453). 

4.2.4 Results on 2D Binary Images 

Our investigation now extends from the ID to the 2D case. For the remainder of 

this chapter as well as the next, the following contrast operations have been performed 

on the displayed images for presentation purposes. Blurred and restored images in 

the space domain have been linearly stretched/compressed to the range 0 to 255. The 
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logarithmic range compression out = logio(l + |in|) has been used on all frequency-

spectrum images, followed by linear stretching. 

Prom the previous section, it was shown that / = 4 samples encompasses the 

majority of the PSF mainlobe (in one dimension). The input sub-pattern for the 

2D case was therefore set to a 4 x 4 sub-image, which results in an input layer 

size of / = 16 after lexicographic ordering. Instead of two center pixels to interpolate 

between them (pixels 2 and 3 in Figure 4.1), we now have a 2 x 2 center neighborhood, 

from which 5 pixels need to be interpolated. The output layer therefore has size 

K = 9, corresponding to 4 restored and 5 interpolated pixels. This new network is 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.7: MLP Network for 2D binary image super-resolution. Output pixels A,B,C 
and D have been unblurred; Shaded pixels have been interpolated. 

The data used for training and/or testing were images of the decimal digits from 

zero to nine. The size of the images is 32 x 32 ( 16 x 16 after downsampling ). 

Digits one to four were chosen for training; the rest were reserved for generalization 

testing. These images are shown in Figure 4.8. After an initial set of experiments, 
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the 'SEVEN' image showed particularly poor restoration performance. This image 

contains long slanted edges which were not represented in the initial training set. To 

help the network learn about edge orientations other than horizontal and vertical, 

the six straight line images at different angles were included in the training set. A 

hidden layer size of J = 8 was selected, based on the ID results. 

Figure 4.8: Training/Test Set for 2D Binary Image Super-resolution. 
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The restoration results obtained from this 16-8-9 network are presented in Fig

ures 4.9 through 4.24, with MSE and ISNR performance summarized in Table 4.3. 

The degree of spectral recovery is truly remarkable. Images of the spectral correla

tion coefficient for images 'FIVE' through 'ZERO' (the image set unknown to the 

network) are shown in Figure 4.25, showing a high degree of correlation way beyond 

the OTF passband. The black circle marks the cut-off frequency pc-

Once again, the effects of using a hard-limiter function after training were exam

ined. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 show the results for images 'SIX' and 'SEVEN'. Visually, 

the hard-limiter results may look more pleasant, however from a quantitative aspect, 

they do not provide any significant improvement in error performance. In fact, the 

ISNR is worse in general, as shown in Table 4.3. As was the case with the ID results, 

on the few cases where ISNR improved (Lines at 0 and 90 degrees), it was already 

very high. One benefit of using the hard-limited output is that now the MSE can be 

interpreted as a Bit Error Rate (BER), defined as the number of error bits over the 

total number of bits. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.9: MLP Results for 0 degree line image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.10: MLP Results for 30 degree line image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.11: MLP Results for 60 degree line image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.12: MLP Results for 90 degree line image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.13: MLP Results for 120 degree line image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.14: MLP Results for 150 degree line image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figiire 4.15: MLP Results for 'ONE' image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

'.Is-'-' 

Figure 4.16: MLP Results for 'TWO' image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.17: MLP Results for 'THREE' image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.18: MLP Results for 'FOUR' image. 
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Original Blurred, downsatnpled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.19: MLP Results for 'FIVE' image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.20: MLP Results for 'SIX' image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-iiinited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.21: MLP Results for 'SEVEN' image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.22: MLP Results for 'EIGHT' image. 
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Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.23: MLP Results for 'NINE' image. 

Original Blurred, downsampled Restored 

Original spectrum Band-limited spectrum Restored spectrum 

Figure 4.24: MLP Results for 'ZERO' image. 
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(a) FIVE (c) SEVEN 

(d) EIGHT (e) NINE (f) ZERO 

Figure 4.25: Spectral correlation coefficient for images 'FIVE' to 'ZERO'. 

The performance of the MLP was compared to that of a RBF network. The RBF 

architecture was 16-J-9, where the hidden layer size J was varied, starting from J = 8 

(same as the MLP) up to J = 500 nodes. The centers of the basis functions on the 

hidden layer were obtained through the K-means algorithm. This is a widely known 

clustering algorithm which is simple to implement and is known to provide good 

results [25]. The first step is to initialize the cluster centers Cfc, A: = 1,... ,K. This 

can be done by choosing a set of K vectors x,- from the training set, or by forming 

an arbitrary initial clustering and computing the sample means. Then, the following 



(a) Original (b) Restored-Sigmoidal (c) Restored-HL 

Figure 4.26: Comparison of soft vs. hard thresholding on 'SIX' image. 



(a) Original (b) Restored-Sigmoidal (c) Restored-HL 

Figure 4.27: Comparison of soft vs. hard thresholding on 'SEVEN' image. 
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Image 
MSEo 

Sigmoidal Output Hard-limiter Output Image 
MSEo MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) 

Line - 0 deg 0.0394 0.0006 17.8988 0.0000 4-GO 

Line - 30 deg 0.0372 0.0099 5.7665 0.0096 5.8823 
Line - 60 deg 0.0372 0.0088 6.2696 0.0137 4.3333 
Line - 90 deg 0.0394 0.0008 16.8414 0.0000 +CX) 

Line - 120 deg 0.0372 0.0110 5.3097 0.0165 3.5415 
Line - 150 deg 0.0372 0.0131 4.5399 0.0233 2.0288 
ONE 0.0658 0.0061 10.3605 0.0055 10.7860 
TWO 0.1321 0.0021 18.0257 0.0027 16.8269 
THREE 0.1320 0.0019 18.4245 0.0027 16.8219 
FOUR 0.0880 0.0051 12.3880 0.0069 11.0833 
FIVE 0.1320 0.0053 13.9362 0.0069 12.8475 
SIX 0.1346 0.0057 13.7643 0.0082 12.1378 
SEVEN 0.0875 0.0080 10.3865 0.0082 10.2671 
EIGHT 0.1371 0.0051 14.2882 0.0069 13.0088 
NINE 0.1346 0.0048 14.4784 0.0055 13.8978 
ZERO 0.1237 0.0057 13.3936 0.0096 11.0991 
Average 0.1249 0.0058 13.3745 0.0076 12.2097 

Table 4.3: MLP Perfonnance for 2D Binary Images - Sigmoidal and Hard-limiter 
output. Average is only for new images 'FIVE' through 'ZERO' (MSEQ is the error 
between the blurred image and the object). 
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iteration is performed; For all«, assign x,- to cluster Cy the cluster whose center 

it is closest to. This is determined by setting 

k  =  arg min ||xj - Cfc|| (4.8) 
k 

After all vectors have been assigned, the cluster centers are recalculated as 

1 
a* = 7^ E ̂  (4-9) 

^ m=l 

where Nk is the number of vectors in the cluster. This process is repeated until 

there are no changes in cluster assignments from one iteration to the next. Thus, the 

VQ codewords are the centroids (sample means) of each cluster after convergence. 

The variances of the Gaussian functions were computed empirically from each 

cluster after convergence. The weight matrix in the output layer was computed 

using the LMS algorithm. This RBF network was also capable of super-resolving 

the images, although at different degrees than the MLP network. The results are 

illustrated in Figures 4.28 to 4.33 for the images 'THREE' and 'FIVE'. These two 

images were chosen because they are very similar; however 'THREE' was part of 

the training set and 'FIVE' was not. Thus, a side-by-side comparison provides some 

insight into the networks generalization abilities. The results are summarized in Table 

4.4. As J increases, the restored 'THREE' image improves, as expected, until it is 

superior to the MLP result (20.3 dB ISNR for J = 500 vs. 18.4 dB for the MLP). 

When presented with a new image, the RBF network also improves with larger J, 
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but only up to a point. For J  = 500, performance is actually worse, which indicates 

the network is overfitting. This behavior was consistent across all other figures in the 

data set. The MLP shows superior generaUzation performance with a reduced hidden 

layer. These results agree with the observations made by Cha and Kassam [53] in 

their RBF/MLP comparison study. 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.28: RBF Results for J = 8. 



Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.29: RBF Results for J  = 32. 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

3 S ! I  I 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

' • 

Figure 4.30: RBF Results for J  = 64. 
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Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.31: RBF Results for J  = 100. 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.32: RBF Results for J  = 200. 



Restored Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Restored Spectrum Spectral Correlation 

Figure 4.33: RBF Results for J = 500. 

J 
'THREE' 'FIVE' 

J MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) 
8 0.0835 1.9893 0.0902 1.6555 
32 0.0676 2.9066 0.0760 2.3989 
64 0.0558 3.7395 0.0626 3.2466 
100 0.0191 8.3873 0.0254 7.1567 
200 0.0090 11.6726 0.0190 8.4141 
500 0.0012 20.2953 0.1758 -1-2413 
MLP 0.0019 18.4245 0.0053 13.9362 

Table 4.4: RBF Performance as a function of hidden layer size J .  Errors between 
blurred images and corresponding objects are MSE3 = 0.1320, MSE5 = 0.1321. MLP 
results are included for comparison. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SUPER-RESOLUTION RESULTS ON GREYSCALE 

IMAGES 

5.1 Simulation Setup 

The next step in our study is to consider greyscale images, also of a more realistic 

size than the 32 x 32 binary images considered in the previous chapter. We now 

consider the super-resolution of 256 x 256 images, quantized to 8 bits/pixel for a total 

of 256 greylevels. The following paragraphs discuss some of the issues encoimtered in 

the development of these experiments, such as output greylevel representation and 

the choice of activation function. 

5.1.1 Training Set 

As in the binary experiments, these greyscale images were blurred with a circular 

aperture OTF with normalized cut-off frequency equal to pc = 0.25, and then down-

sampled by a factor of two, resulting in 128 x 128 blurred images. Initially, a set of 

four aerial images was used. These are shown in Figure 5.1. Typically, the 'Aeriall' 

image was used for training, and the remaining were used for generalization testing. 
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A second group of images was also used for training and testing. Some are well 

recognized in the literature, such as 'Lena' and 'Mandrill'. These, along with two 

more images, are shown in Figure 5.2. 

During the course of this study, we eventually shifted away from using the aerial 

images in favor of the 'Lena' group. 'Lena' in particular is an image with some sharply 

defined edges which indicate significant spectral content in the high frequency regions, 

and were deemed more appropriate for super-resolution experiments. 

(a) Aerlall (b) Aerial2 

(c) Aerials (d) Aerial4 

Figure 5.1: Aerial Images Training Set 



(a) Lena (b) Mandrill 

(c) Lighthouse (d) Bam 

Figure 5.2: Additional Training Set 
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5.1.2 Greyscale Representation 

In the binaxy case, pixels could only take two distinct values, 0 and 1. For the 

greyscale images, the values that need to be represented by the network range from 

0 to 255 counts. In the pa^t, a typical approach has been to represent greylevels 

by combining multiple outputs, such as a simple sum or a weighted sum of neurons. 

This approach was used by Zhou, et al. and most other researchers in their Hopfield 

restoration work reviewed in section 3.3.3.1. Sivakumar and Desai [52] followed a 

diflFerent approach specifically for sigmoidal neurons. They developed a multilevel 

sigmoidal function, similar to a "soft" staircase function of 2^* levels corresponding to 

all possible values a 6-bit pixel could take. 

We followed a less complex approach. It is a common practice to normalize the 

training input and output data, for stability purposes. By doing this, the data already 

fits in the range [0,1] of the sigmoidal function. The output greylevel for the A:"* pixel 

can then be taken to be the floating point output of the k*-'^ neuron, rescaled to the 

range [0, 255]. Thus, the one neuron/pixel paradigm is maintained, same as for the 

binary case. 

5.1.3 Choice of Activation Function in Output Layer 

Prom the function approximation theorems reviewed in section 3.3.2, we know that 

arbitrarily accurate approximation is guaranteed only in the case of linear combina

tions of sigmoidal functions, i.e., only when the output neurons have linear activation 
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functions. There are no known studies that indicate that these theorems apply when 

sigmoidal output neurons are used. Nevertheless, sigmoidal neurons in the output 

layer are attractive for a couple reasons. As mentioned before, it is desirable to incor

porate in the restoration scheme as much prior information on the object as possible, 

usually in the form of constraints. One major constraint in incoherent imaging is 

positivity. A sigmoidal neuron guarantees positivity, while a linear neuron cannot. 

In addition, a sigmoidal neuron also guarantees a bounded output in the range of 

interest. The linear neuron cannot guarantee this, either. Thus, there is not an obvi

ous choice on the most appropriate function to use. Both options were utilized, with 

results compared in terms of ISNR and super-resolution performance. 

5.2 Initial Results 

The first attempt at super-resolving greyscale images was to use the exact same 

network configuration that proved so successful on binary images; i.e., the interpola-

tive MLP consisting of / = 16 input nodes, J = 8 hidden nodes and K = 9 output 

nodes. Both sigmoidal (16-8-9S) and linear (16-8-9L) output nodes were examined. 

The 'Aeriall' image was used for training. It was broken down in overlapping 4 

X 4 blocks resulting in 15,625 training vectors of length 16. Results after 100,000 

iterations (batch training) are shown on Figures 5.3 through 5.9. 

These figures show a modest degree of improvement in the visual quality of the 

images. This improvement is somewhat obscured by the fact that the contrast on the 
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(a) Original Image (b) Original Spectrum 

(c) Bliured Image (d) Blurred Spectrum 

Figure 5.3: Aeriall image used in BP training. Original is 256 x 256, blurred image 
has been downsampled to 128 x 128 (Blurred spectrum has been zero-padded to show 
at same scale as original spectrum). 



(a) Image-Sigmoidal (b) Spectnim-Sigmoidal 

Figure 5.4: Results of 16-8-9 MLP network on Aeriall image. Top: Sigmoidal output 
layer; Bottom: Linear output layer. 
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(a) Original Image (b) Original Spectmm 

(c) Blurred Image (d) Blurred Spectrum 

Figure 5.5: Lena image used to test generalization. Original is 256 x 256, blurred 
image has been downsampled to 128 x 128 (Blurred spectrum has been zero-padded 
to show at same scale as original spectrum). 



(a) Image-Sigmoidal (b) Spectnim-Sigmoided 

• m 

(c) Image-Lineair (d) Spectrum-Linear 

Figure 5.6: Results of 16-8-9 MLP network on Lena image. Top: Sigmoidal output 
layer; Bottom: Linear output layer. 
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(a) Original Image (b) Original Spectnim 

(c) Blurred Image (d) Blurred Spectnmi 

Figiire 5.7: Barn image used to test generalization. Original is 256 x 256, blurred 
image has been downsampled to 128 x 128 (Blurred spectrum has been zero-padded 
to show at same scale as original spectrum). 
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(b) Spectrum-Sigmoidal 

(c) Image-Linear (d) Spectrnm-Lmeair 

Figure 5.8: Results of 16-8-9 MLP network on Baxn image. Top: Sigmoidal output 
layer; Bottom: Linear output layer. 
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(a) Aeriall-Sigmoidal (b) Aeriall-Linear 

(c) Lena-Sigmoidal 

(e) Barn-Sigmoidal (f) Bam-Linear 

Figure 5.9: Spectral correlation coefficient between object and restored images. 
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Line Profile of Aeriall Restoration, 16-8-9S MLP 
250 

Object 
Blurred Image 
Restored Imag > 

I 
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O 
T3 3 
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200 

50 
0 50 100 150 200 250 
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Figure 5.10: Line Profile of Aeriall Restoration (ISNR = 7.14 dB). 

blurred images has been stretched for display purposes, otherwise would look quite 

dark. A plot of a vertical line profile on the Aeriall image restoration in Figure 5.10 

offers some insight into the actual pixel amplitude restoration across the image. This 

improvement is quantified by the MSB and ISNR, which are summaxized for all eight 

images in Table 5.1. The performance in the firequency domain was mixed, however. 

The most visible effect on the output spectra is the presence of aliasing. The spectral 

mainlobe has been replicated at integer multiples of the folding frequencies in every 

cardinal direction. This effect is very similar to what is obtained after a normal inter

polation process such as a zero-order hold (ZOH) or a bilinear interpolation. In terms 

of actual frequency extrapolation, the aerial images showed negligible improvement. 
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as shown by the spectral correlation images. The 'Lena' and 'Barn' images, however, 

showed visible signs of super-resolution, which was encouraging. 

When comparing the sigmoidal and linear outputs, it seems the linear output is 

slightly superior. The average ISNR was about 1.7 dB higher. The sigmoidal output, 

however, shows a higher degree of super-resolution. This can be observed from both 

the restored spectrum and the correlation coefficient images. On the other hand, the 

linear output is much better at restoring the spectrum within the passband. These 

trends were consistent on aJl subsequent experiments. 

Image 
MSEo 

Sigmoidal Output Linear Output Image 
MSEo MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) 

Aeriall 0.0181 0.0035 7.1396 0.0027 8.3417 
Aerial2 0.0194 0.0036 7.2680 0.0028 8.3552 
Aerials 0.0193 0.0040 6.8011 0.0031 7.9826 
Aeriai4 0.0244 0.0051 6.8101 0.0039 7.9783 
Lena 0.0179 0.0035 7.0533 0.0016 10.4376 
Mandrill 0.0254 0.0048 7.2653 0.0037 8.3501 
Lighthouse 0.0140 0.0031 6.5886 0.0019 8.7440 
Baxn 0.0116 0.0020 7.5943 0.0012 9.7051 
Average 0.0188 0.0037 7.0650 0.0026 8.7368 

Table 5.1: Performajice of 16-8-9 MLP on 2D Greyscale Images: 100,000 training 
iterations, sigmoidal and linear outputs (MSEQ is the error between the blurred image 
and the object). 

Concerns about whether the training set was appropriate for the network to learn 

the inverse mapping led to the use of vector quantization for the generation of a 

near-optimal training set. 
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5.2.1 Back-Propagation Training Using NLIVQ 

As stated in section 3.2.2.2, Vector Quantization (VQ) is a signal compression 

technique used to quantize high dimensional vectors. A typical VQ setup is depicted 

in Figure 5.11. 

decoder encoder 

\ / 
same codebook 

Figure 5.11: Generic VQ block diagram. 

The n-dimensional input vector f is quantized by the encoder E producing an 

index i = E(f). This index corresponds to the vector c,- in codebook C that best 

matches f. The decoder D reproduces the quantized vector Ci by a table look-up on 

its copy of the same codebook C. Codeword Ci becomes the estimate f. 

Gersho [20] described one particular modality of this scheme known as nonlinear 

interpolative VQ (NLIVQ), in which a feature extraction of vector f prior to the VQ 

results in a vector g of reduced dimensionality k < n. This feature vector is then 

quantized, and its index i = E(g) = E(/i(f)) is transmitted just as in Figure 5.11. 

Now, however, the decoder does not just reproduce the quantized vector c^ as an 
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estimate of g; it actually performs a nonlinear interpolation to obtain an estimate f 

of the higher dimension vector f. The decoder codebook is now termed C* to reflect 

the fact that this is now a different codebook from the encoder codebook C. The 

NLIVQ scheme is illustrated in Figure 5.12. 

interpolative 
decoder f = c* g = h(f) 

k-dimensional 
ccxlewords 

nKlimensional 
codewords 

Figure 5.12: NLIVQ block diagram. 

Gersho showed that, once the NLIVQ encoder E is defined, an optimal decoder 

can be obtained. The fundamental idea is the following. Let F be a set of training 

vectors, and G its corresponding set of feature vectors. Let G,- C G be the subset 

of all vectors associated with the codeword. For example, if the encoder weis 

generated using a clustering algorithm on G, then Gf is the set of all vectors that 

belong to the cluster. Because of the one-to-one correspondence between each 

vector pair f and g = h(f), we can define a subset Fj C F which is also associated 

with the i"' codeword by the relation 

F.- = {f : E(ft(f)) = 0 (5.1) 
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In other words, a partition in G induces a partition in F. The decoder codeword 

Cf is then computed as 

1 Ni 
<=.* = E Sn (5.2) 

* m=l 

where the summation is over all f G Ft and Ni is the size of F,-. Gersho showed 

that codewords defined in this manner are the conditional means of the vectors to 

be estimated, and it is well known that the conditional mean of a random variable is 

its minimum MSE (MMSE) estimate. The estimate of any f G F,- obtained from the 

optimal NLIVQ is then f = c*. 

Sheppard, et al. [21], extended the concept of the NLIVQ by taking advantage 

of the fact that the encoder and decoder codebooks are different. In the context of 

image restoration, assimae now that F is a set of vectors that represent the intensity 

distribution of an object; i.e., an "ideal" image. Now let the feature extraction 

operator h in Figure 5.12 be an imaging system whose output vectors g are blurred 

versions of f. We then have a set of vector pairs {(fm, gm), = 1, • • •, to train the 

NLIVQ for an image restoration application. As before, assume an encoder codebook 

C for the blurred input vectors is defined. Let Fj be as defined in (5.1). The estimate 

f of the restored vector is then c^, given by (5.2). 

This image restoration application shows that the NLIVQ method is unaffected 

by different interpretations of the "feature extraction" block in Figure 5.12. This was 

noted by Gersho, who mentioned downsampling, moment extraction and any generic 
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linear transformation as examples of feature extraction operations that could precede 

his NLIVQ. 

The relevance of the NLIVQ technique to the problem under consideration is that 

the codebooks C and C* are reduced-dimensionality representations of the vector 

spaces G and F, respectively. Back-Propagation depends on a training set of blurred 

input-restored output vector pairs. When taken from a full-size image or group of 

images, this training set could become very large and training could be very time-

consuming. If C and C* are truly efficient representations of these much larger 

sets, then BP training can be performed much faster and without significant loss in 

estimation performance. 

Using the four 128 x 128 blurred and downsampled aerial images results in a set of 

62,500 vectors of length 16. This large set was then used to construct NLIVQ code-

books of 1,024 elements. The K-means algorithm was used to generate the blurred 

codebook C, then C* was formed according to (5.2). Performance is summarized 

in Table 5.2. For the same number of iterations (100,000), the VQ-trained MLP 

has slightly lower ISNR than when the full Aeriall image is used for training (case 

denoted as "Al-training")—about 0.3 dB for sigmoidal, and 1.1 dB for linear out

put. The main advantage of VQ-based training, however, is that due to the reduced 

training set, many more iterations can be performed in less time. 

For 300,000 iterations, the average ISNR for the VQ-trained linear MLP is still 

about 0.6 dB below the Al-trained network. The VQ-trained MLP, however, had 
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Image 
Sigmoidal Output 

Ntng = 100,000 
Linear Output 

Image 
Sigmoidal Output 

Ntng = 100,000 Ntng = 100,000 Ntng = 300, 000 Image 
MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) MSE ISNR (dB) 

Aerial 1 0.0037 6.9513 0.0035 7.1616 0.0031 7.7270 
Aerial2 0.0038 7.1119 0.0037 7.2355 0.0033 7.7448 
Aerials 0.0041 6.6779 0.0039 6.8826 0.0035 7.4528 
Aerial4 0.0052 6.7529 0.0049 6.9992 0.0044 7.4899 
Lena 0.0041 6.4271 0.0023 8.8413 0.0020 9.5713 
Mandrill 0.0049 7.1766 0.0045 7.4767 0.0041 7.8957 
Lighthouse 0.0034 6.0944 0.0024 7.5886 0.0021 8.1501 
Barn 0.0023 6.9448 0.0016 8.6592 0.0014 9.2015 
Average 0.0039 6.7671 0.0034 7.6056 0.0030 8.1541 

Table 5.2: ISNR Performance of 16-8-9 MLP trained with a 1,024-element NLIVQ. 

three times more iterations in only a fraction of the time. This is better appreciated 

in Figure 5.13. This bar chart shows the average ISNR from all eight images, and the 

execution time as a function of number of iterations. AU these cases were executed 

on a Sim SPARCstation 10 nmning SunOS 5.4. Notice that even though the 300,000-

iteration VQ training took less than 2 days, its ISNR is superior to the 50,000-iteration 

A1 training which took over 4 days. 

Results with the VQ-trained MLP using linear output neurons are shown in Fig

ures 5.14 and 5.15. Notice that the spectral extrapolation performance is not signif

icantly different with either training approach, which indicates the super-resolution 

capability is not adversely affected by using VQ-training. 
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Figure 5.13: Improved ISNR Performance in a shorter training time is obtained using 
VQ-based training. 

5.2.2 Performance Under Additional MLP Configurations 

A ciirsory study was undertaken to compare the ISNR performance under differ

ent hidden layer configurations, by adding additional hidden nodes or even a second 

hidden layer. Also, performance was compared against Sheppard's NLIVQ restora

tion method. Results are summarized in figure 5.16. All MLP cases were trained for 

50,000 iterations. 

Most MLP results were superior to the NLIVQ restoration. Another advantage of 

the MLP approach is that it is faster, since all it takes is one forward pass through 

the network, as opposed to searching/matching codewords for every input vector. In 

terms of the different MLP configurations, we conclude that for this many training 



(a) Blurred Image (b) Restored Image 

(c) Blurred Spectrum (d) Restored Spectrum 

(e) Spectral Correlation 

Figure 5.14: Lena Results for 16-8-9L; 1,024-NLIVQ training. 



(a) Blurred Image (b) Restored Image 

(c) Blurred Spectrum 

(e) Spectral Correlation 

Figure 5.15: Barn Results for 16-8-9L; 1,024-NLIVQ training. 
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Figure 5.16: Average ISNR Performance for multiple MLP configurations compared 
against 1,024-NLIVQ. Nmg = 50,000. 

iterations, no measurable improvement is obtained by making the network more 

complex. It was postulated by Chester [62] that, even though one hidden layer 

might be sufficient for accurate approximation, two layers usually result in fewer 

neurons needed to achieve the same degree of accuracy. The idea is that with one 

hidden layer, neurons interact with each other in a global sense, such that improving 

approximation in one area can degrade it in another. With two hidden layers, it 

might be possible to partition the input space into regions whose approximation can 

be adjusted independently from one another. This seems an idea worth pursuing in 

future work. 

It may be argued that higher complexity networks may need more training to bear 

out their improvement potential; however we did not pursue this path any further, 
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based on the performance already achieved with the least complex hidden layer of 

only 8 nodes. 

5.3 Decoupling Spatial Interpolation from the MLP Network. 

Even though the 16-8-9 network demonstrated some degree of super-resolution on 

greyscale images, the results were somewhat disappointing, in particular when com

pared with the binary results. It was hypothesized that attempting to simultaneously 

super-resolve and interpolate the greyscale images was too demanding for the MLP 

network. In an effort to break the problem down into simpler tasks, the spatial inter

polation and spectral extrapolation functions were separated. Interpolation is now 

performed as a pre-processing step prior to neural network processing. For simplicity, 

bajid-limited interpolation was accomplished by performing a 2D FFT on the image, 

zero-padding the spectrum to twice its size, and performing the inverse 2D FFT to 

obtain a 2N x 2N image. Under this type of interpolation, it can be shown that, 

when going from a size iV x iV to a size M x M, the interpolated pixels p{k, I) are 

given by 

m=0 n=0 

where p(m, n )  are the original pixels, and 

?(<:,') = X) '^p{m,n)sinck(a,b)a^ j( (5.3) 

a  (5.4) 
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b (5.5) 

The function 

sincN{a,  b)  = 
sin(7ra) sin(7r6) 

(5.6) 
sin (f) sin (a) 

is the discrete equivalent of the sinc{a,b)  = sin(7ra) sin(7r6)/a6 function. In our 

case ,  we  le t  M =  2N.  

Decoupling the interpolation function from the MLP allowed for a different topol

ogy; namely, now the output could consist of a single neuron, since no "new" pixels 

need to be generated by the network. The hidden layer size was kept the same, and 

the input layer size was changed to / = 9, which corresponds to a 3 x 3 window 

w^hose center pixel will now be unblurred. 

This new 9-8-1 MLP was trained with the 'Lena' image. The 3x3 window on the 

full scale 256 x 256 blurred image resulted in 64,516 vectors of length 9. The results 

with linear output neurons after 50,000 iterations are shown in Figure 5.17. 

The restored image looks quite satiirated, mostly due to the unboundedness of 

the linear output layer combined with the relatively short training. The degree of 

saturation is clearly illustrated by the vertical line profile shown in Figure 5.19(a). 

The ISNR for this image was -21.32 dB. 

Although the spatial domain results look poor, the amount of bandwidth ex

trapolation has increased significantly. Furthermore, the aliasing artifacts have been 



(a) Blurred Image (b) Restored Image 

(c) Blurred Spectrum (d) Restored Spectnmi 

(e) Spectral Correlation 

Figure 5.17: Results of 9-8-lL MLP; Full Lena training. 
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eliminated. It would seem that further training would improve the quality of the esti

mate. However, the time required to train with the full 64,516 vector set is excessive. 

Once again, we resorted to the NLIVQ technique to generate a reduced training set. 

This time, the codebook generation approach was different from the previous case, 

in which the encoder codebook—composed from blurred vectors—was generated first, 

then the decoder codebook followed, based on the encoder cluster assignment and 

the one-to-one correspondence between blurred and restored vectors. Now, we take 

advantage of the fact that the output was a single element, which results in a very 

compact set of only 256 possible values for the decoder codebook. The restored values 

could then serve as the cluster labels i. The encoder codebook was thus computed 

on a single iteration in a very straightforward manner, given by 

1 
Ci = ^ S gm (5.7) 

* m=l 

for all %rn e Gf, where G,- = {g : E(g) = z}. 

This 256-VQ training set based on 'Lena' was then used to train the MLP. The 

results shown in Figure 5.18 correspond to 300,000 training iterations. Due to the re

duced set, training was completed in approximately 4 hours on a Sun Ultra-5 SPARC 

workstation running SunOS 5.6. The 50,000 iterations on the full image data, by 

contrast, took about 78 hours on the same machine. Figure 5.19(b) is a plot of the 

same cross-sectional profile as in 5.19(a), showing the much improved accuracy of the 

VQ-trained estimate. 



(a) Blurred Image (b) Restored Image 

(c) Blurred Spectrum (d) Restored Spectrum 

(e) Spectrzil Correlation 

Figure 5.18: Results of 9-8-lL MLP, no post-processing; 256-VQ training. 
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Figure 5.19: Vertical profile of 9-8-lL MLP restoration. 

Even though the VQ-trained 9-8-1 MLP does show significant bandwidth recovery 

beyond the optical passband, these frequency components are weak. Also, passband 

restoration is not as good as what could be obtained using a linear restoration scheme 

such as a Wiener filter. Additional post-processing was performed on the restored 

'Lena' image for further spectrum enhancement. Two separate filters were applied 

to the image: an In-band restoration filter—a Wiener filter—and an Out-of-band 

enhancement filter—a quadratic filter. Cross-sectional cuts of their spatial frequency 

responses are shown in Figure 5.20. These filters were applied in parallel with the 

enhanced spectrum formed by masking the two separate responses and adding them, 

as illustrated in Figure 5.21. The results on 'Lena' are shown in Figure 5.22 for 

linear output neurons, and Figures 5.23 and 5.25 for sigmoidal output neurons. The 

all-important generalization properties are demonstrated by the barn image results 

on Figures 5.24 and 5.26. 
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Once again, the sigmoidal output shows a higher degree of super-resolution, as 

observed by comparing Figures 5.23(b) and 5.18(d). The ISNR performance is sum

marized in Table 5.3. 

Normafized fraquency 

(a) Wiener Filter (b) Quadratic Filter 

Figure 5.20: Post-processing Enhancement Filters. 

Post-processing 
Maskl = 0. P£P^ 

Pre-processing 

Bluned 
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Hlter 
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Figure 5.21; Post-processing enhancement block diagram. 
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(a) Quad Image (b) Q+W Image 

(c) Quad Spectrum (d) Q+W Spectnun 

(e) Quad Correlation (f) Q+W Correlation 

Figure 5.22: Results of 9-8-lL MLP with, post-processing; 256-VQ training. Left; 
Out-of-band quadratic filter ("Quad"); Right: Quadratic Filter plus Wiener Filter 
for In-band restoration ("Q+W"). 
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(a) Restored Image (b) Restored Spectrum 

(c) Quad Image (d) Quaid Spectrum 

(e) QH-W Image (f) Q+W Spectrum 

Figure 5.23: Results of 9-8-lS MLP; 256-VQ training. First row: No post-processing; 
Second Row: Quadratic Filter post-processing; Third Row: Quadratic plus Wiener 
Filter post-processing. 



(a) Blurred Image (b) Blurred Spectrum 

(d) Restored Spectrum 

(e) Q+W Image (f) Q+W Spectnmi 

Figure 5.24: Generalization Example of 9-8-lL MLP; 256-VQ training. 
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(a) Quad Correlation (b) Q+W Correlation 

Figure 5.25: Correlation coefficient images for 9-8-lS Lena Results; 256-VQ training. 

(a) Restored Correlation 

Figure 5.26: Correlation coefficient images 

(b) Q+W Correlation 

for 9-8-lL Barn Results; 256-VQ training. 
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Image Restored Output Quad Enhanced Q+W Enhanced Image 
Linear Sigmoidal Linear Sigmoidal Linear Sigmoidal 

Lena 5.9245 5.9865 6.1125 6.4422 10.0904 10.9041 
Mandrill 6.0564 5.5451 6.3646 6.0843 8.5135 8.6914 
Lighthouse 4.6674 4.5289 5.0129 5.3442 9.2481 9.4008 
Bam 5.1552 3.6570 5.2239 3.8898 9.7897 9.9308 
Average 5.4509 4.9294 5.6785 5.4401 9.4104 9.7318 

Table 5.3: ISNR Performance of 9-8-1 MLP (256-VQ) plus post-processing enhance
ment. 

5.3.1 Sigmoidal vs. Linear Output CompEirison 

Whether VQ-trained or not, the choice of output activation functions resulted in 

very consistent behavior. In general, the linear neurons produced a higher ISNR than 

the sigmoidal neurons, as well as better in-band restoration. Training convergence 

was also feister with linear neurons, as illustrated in Figure 5.27, which shows typical 

training performance using either function. 

The sigmoidal neurons, however, showed a higher degree of bandwidth extrapo

lation, and responded better to post-processing enhancement, in particular to the 

in-band restoration by the Wiener filter. Again, the most obvious benefit of using 

sigmoidal neurons is to guarantee a positive, bounded output. On the linear results 

of Figure 5.14(b) there actually are some negative pixel values, as well as some values 

greater than 255. We attempted to capture the positivity and boundedness properties 

by taking the linear output MLP after training and then clamping the output to the 

minimnm and maximiim expected values of 0 and 255. No significant improvements 
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were obtained with this approach, however, evidenced by the results in Figure 5.28. 

The ISNR (5.9334 dB) was virtually identical to the fully linear case (5.9245 dB). Fur

thermore, clamping caused spectral artifacts which reduced the degree of correlation 

beyond the passband. 

Linear 

10-' 

i 

10* 10 10' 10 Tng Itefan'ons 10" 

Figure 5.27: Convergence comparison between BP training with linear output neu
rons vs. sigmoidal. 
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(a) Bltirred Image (b) Restored Image 

(c) Blurred Spectrum (d) Restored Spectnmi 

(e) Spectrad Correlation 

Figure 5.28: Results of 9-8-lL MLP with output clamping; 256-NLIVQ training. 
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5.3.2 Input Layer Size 

As in the ID binaxy experiments, the effect of increasing the input dimension was 

investigated. Input windows of size 5x5 and 7x7 were used to generate input 

vectors of length 25 and 49, respectively. The results on the restoration of Lena 

are shown in Figure 5.29 for linear output nodes. The ISNR for these results are 

9.0114 dB for / = 25 and 7.8260 dB for I = 49, which are higher than for the 

3x3 case (5.9245 dB). As I increases, bandwidth extrapolation seems to improve, 

however in-band restoration degrades. Although not shown, sigmoidal results show 

similar but more pronounced trends. Thus, it seems some modest improvement might 

be possible by increasing the input window size to the next largest odd size (5x5). 

Performance degrades beyond that point. This is consistent with Barron's expression 

for estimation error in (3.26), which predicts worse performance for larger I. The 

transition from a 5 x 5 window to a 7 x 7 window seems to be the turning point 

where the benefit of including more data on the PSF support is outweighed by the 

growing complexity of the network. 

5.3.3 NLIVQ Comparison 

The 256-element NLIVQ was used to directly restore the Lena image, and com

pared to the 9-8-lL MLP of Figure 5.18. Results are shown in Figure 5.30. The 

ISNR for this image was 6.7979 dB, which compares favorably with the MLP ISNR 

of 5.9245 dB. Also, the NLIVQ achieves a higher degree of bandwidth extension than 



(a) Restored Image, I = 25 (b) Restored Image, I = 49 

(e) Correlation, I = 25 (f) Correlation, J = 49 

Figure 5.29: Results for increased input layer, 256-VQ training. 
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the MLP. This extended spectrum, however, is not as highly correlated to the original 

spectrum as the one obtained from the MLP. It can be concluded from the spectral 

correlation image in Figure 5.3G(c) that the MLP network" not only achieves higher 

quality super-resolution, but also superior restoration within the passband. 

(a) Restored Image (b) Restored Spectnun 

(c) Spectral Correlation 

Figure 5.30: Results for 256-NLIVQ restoration. 
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5.4 Noise Performance 

Up to this point, all images have been noise-free. As is the case with any can

didate solution to an inverse problem, noise amplification is a major concern. The 

enhancement filter used in the previous section is a questionable choice when noise 

is present in the high frequency regions. White Gaussian noise (WGN) will now be 

added to the signal prior to restoration. When considering the restoration scheme 

illustrated in Figure 5.21, it is the case that the pre-processing stage of band-limited 

interpolation is a serendipitous noise filter which guarantees that no noise is present 

beyond the original folding frequency. To illustrate this, we add WGN after this stage 

(point B in the Figure), such that BSNR = 30 dB. Results are shown in Figure 5.31. 

The noise is present at all frequencies, so the enhancement filter magnifies the high 

frequency noise to the point that it overwhelms the restored image. The ISNR after 

enhancement (Figure 5.31(e)) is -3.4 dB. However, the ISNR at the MLP output (Fig

ure 5.31(c)) Wcis 5.92 dB prior to enhancement, so the total degradation due to the 

enhancement alone was 9.32 dB. It is worth noting that the ISNR prior to enhance

ment was virtually identical to the noise-free case, which indicates that the MLP in 

and of itself does not amplify the noise like an inverse filter would. Adding noise at 

point B, however, is somewhat unrealistic. At that point, we are dealing with digital 

data, so the most likely source of noise would be quantization noise. This noise, 

however, would normally be at much lower levels than those considered here. For an 

8 bit A/D, for example, quantization noise is theoretically at 57 dB below the A/D 
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full scale. This level would be far below the 30 dB BSNR used on this example. It 

is much more realistic to consider noise added prior to the interpolation block (point 

A in Figure 5.21). This would be more consistent with thermal noise due to ana

log components in the imaging system. After sampling, this noise is limited to the 

region [(0,0), U5)} where (UjjUs) are the samphng frequencies. By zero-padding 

the spectrum up to {2u3,2vs), the MLP input is guaranteed to be free of noise in 

the region [(u,, u^), (2ii5,2^5)]. The MLP and post-processing filters can then work 

on extending the image bandwidth and enhancing the high frequency components 

in that region without amplifying the noise. An example with 30 dB BSNR, same 

as in the previous case, is shown in Figure 5.32. The respective spectral correlation 

images are shown in Figure 5.33. The out-of-band correlation is maintained for the 

case when the noise is added prior to interpolation. 

Performance degradation due to increased noise is illustrated in Figure 5.34. This 

curve is the result of a single noise trial for each data point; however, the numbers 

are representative results based on multiple observed trials. Figure 5.34 shows that 

ISNR performajice is not significantly degraded until BSNR drops below 20 dB. 

Figures 5.35 to 5.37 are snapshots at different points on the curve that show the 

degradation in super-resolution as the BSNR decreases. 



(a) Input Image (b) Input Spectrum 

(c) Restored Image (d) Restored Spectnmi 

(e) Q+W Image (f) Q+W Spectrum 

Figure 5.31: Results of 9-8-lL MLP: Noise added after interpolation. 



(a) Input Image (b) Blurred Spectrum 

(d) Restored Spectnmi 

(e) Q+W Image 

Figure 5.32: Results of 9-8-lL MLP: 

(f) Q+W Spectrum 

Noise added prior to interpolation. 
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(a) Noise added after inter- (b) Noise added before inter
polation polation 

Figure 5.33: Correlation coefficient images for noisy 9-8-lL MLP after Q-l-W en
hancement, BSNR = 30 dB. 

20 
BSNR (dB) 

26 24 

Figure 5.34: ISNR reduction as a function of BSNR for 9-8-lL MLP on Lena image. 
Dashed line (ISNR = 5.92 dB) corresponds to noise-free case. 



(a) Blurred, 30 dB (b) Restored, 30 dB 

(c) Blurred, 20 dB 

(e) Blurred, 10 dB (f) Restored, 10 dB 

Figure 5.35: Results of 9-8-lL MLP: Restored images as a function of BSNR. 



(a) Blurred Spec., 30 dB (b) Restored Spec., 30 dB 

(c) Blurred Spec., 20 dB (d) Restored Spec., 20 dB 

(e) Blurred Spec., 10 dB (f) Restored Spec., 10 dB 

Figure 5.36: Results of 9-8-lL MLP: Restored spectrum images as a function of 
BSNR. 
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(a) Corr., 30 dB (b) Corr., 20 dB (c) Corr., 10 dB 

Figure 5.37; Correlation coefficient images as a function of BSNR. 

5.5 Regularization Properties of the Super-resolving MLP 

As discussed earlier, super-resolution is an ill-posed problem. As such, candidate 

solutions can potentially be unstable, and phenomena such as noise amplification, 

oscillations and other artifacts may be present in the estimate. Regularized techniques 

such as applying smoothness constraints in the estimate are often used to minimize 

these effects. A typical example is the CLS estimate based on the cost function shown 

in (2.25). 

The super-resolving MLP network has shown good, stable performance in a noise-

free and in a high SNR environment. No significant ringing has been observed on 

the MLP outputs (Ringing can be seen on the enhanced images, but it is due to the 

Wiener filter post-processing). 

Performance imder low SNR conditions was examined by computing a "roughness" 

estimate 72- = ||CYlp during BP training on noisy data. The K x N matrix Y is 

the MLP output, and C is a smoothness operator. This operator was formed by 
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lexicographically ordering the discrete 2D Laplacian matrix shown in (2.24). Thus, 

C is a 1 X 9 row vector. This requires the MLP output size to be iif = 9. 

The MLP used for this test was the 16-8-9L network. It was trained with a 2,048-

element VQ set. White Gaussian noise (WGN) was added to the encoder codebook 

resulting in 10 dB BSNR. 

It was observed that the roughness TZ decreases during training, as illustrated 

in Figure 5.38(a). This seems to indicate that the MLP has a natural propensity 

for smoothing the estimate. This behavior was reinforced by introducing TZ explic

itly in the BP cost function, much in the same way as in (2.25). Specifically, this 

"Regularized BP" minimizes 

C x  =  i l -  A) + A 7^ (5.8) 

where Save is the average squared error given by (3.10) and A € [0,1] is a regu-

larization parameter. The additional (1 — A) term in (5.8) is a slight modification of 

the standard formulation and was included for stability purposes. The weight update 

equations for the Regularized BP algorithm are derived in Appendix A. The effects 

on TZ are shown in Figure 5.38(b) for several choices of A. 

It is the case that the reduction of the roughness term 71 is only helped marginally 

by the addition of the regularizing term. This reinforces the notion that the MLP by 

itself is strongly biased towards a smooth estimate without the need for additional 

constraints. 
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Figure 5.38: Roughness reduction during BP training. 

Figure 5.39 shows the MLP results after 10,000 iterations with no regularization 

(A = 0.0) and with high regularization (A = 0.9). The ISNR was 6.4 dB and 3.5 

dB, respectively. The smoothing forced upon the regularized estimate is excessive, 

even though it achieves a positive ISNR. A vertical line profile taken from the center 

of the image is shown in Figure 5.40. It shows the additional smoothness due to 

the regularized term, compared to the unregularized estimate. More importantly, it 

shows the smoothness achieved by the unregularized estimate, showing once again 

the inherent regularization properties of the MLP network. 

Regularized BP was also tested on a different network, this time a 9-8-9L MLP. It 

was trained with the 256-VQ encoder, and a new decoder codebook with 9-element 

codewords which was generated followiag the NLIVQ method. Again, WGN was 

added to the encoder codebook resulting in 10 dB BSNR. The behavior of this net

work was very consistent with the 16-8-9L network; i.e., the roughness term TZ also 



(a) Noisy Input 

(b) Output, A = 0.0 (c) Output, A = 0.9 

Figure 5.39: Restoration, results for Regularized BP on 16-8-9L MLP, 10 dB BSNR. 
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Figure 5.40: Line profile of restored Lena image with regularization. 
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decreases during training without explicit regularization. Figure 5.41 shows the re

sults after 10,000 iterations for the same values of A as before. The ISNR for the 

regularized and unregularized cases was 5.69 dB and 3.46 dB, respectively. 

(a) Noisy Input 

(b) Output, A = 0.0 (c) Output, A = 0.9 

Figure 5.41: Restoration results for Regularized BP on 9-8-9L MLP, 10 dB BSNR. 
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CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Linear, shift-invariant restoration methods cannot super-resolve. Neural networks 

are natural candidates for super-resolution due to their inherent nonlinear behav

ior. Previous research on neural network solutions to super-resolution—and image 

restoration in general—has focused on the architecture known as the Hopfield net

work. One drawback of this approach is that, just as PMAP and most other super-

resolution algorithms known today, it is iterative in nature, which makes it impractical 

in a real-time application where high throughput rates are needed. Also, it typically 

requires one processing element or neuron per image pixel, or more in the case of 

greyscale images. This increases cost and complexity when considering practical size 

images. 

To our knowledge, this is the first study of its kind that considers multilayer 

feedforward architectures such as the Multilayer Perceptron network in solving the 

image super-resolution problem. Here it has been shown to achieve super-resolution 

to various degrees with relatively small network sizes. The results on super-resolved 
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binary images in particular are impressive. For greyscale images, there is more work 

to be done, but the results obtained so far are promising. 

A new approach in selecting a training data set was presented, based on Vector 

Quantization concepts of reducing the dimensionality of the input space. Our results 

show improved performance and faster training compared to training with raw image 

data. 

A number of trade studies were conducted, such as the choice of sigmoidal vs. 

linear activation functions in the output layer, and the effects of increasing the input 

layer dimension. The results from this latest study on greyscale images were found 

to be consistent with the error bounds predicted by Barron. In addition, the inherent 

regularization properties of the MLP network were examined, and a regularized form 

of the Back-Propagation algorithm was derived. 

Future work in this area should concentrate on improving current performance 

on greyscale imagery. The approach taken on this dissertation has been a "proof 

of concept"; i.e., to show that super-resolution with neural networks is possible. 

To this end, well-known and generic architectures (MLP) and training algorithms 

(BP, K-means) were used. No claims are made on whether these choices are opti

mal; the driving factor in their selection was ease of implementation. Inasmuch as 

the restoration/super-resolution problem can be posed as a generic neural network 

estimation problem, performance should benefit from applying any of the more so

phisticated techniques developed over the last few years that address issues such as 
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network size selection, optimality of training data and learning algorithms. Com

plexity regularization, for example, was discussed in section 3.3.2, and may prove 

useful in optimizing the size of the hidden layer. Additionally, there are training 

algorithms other than Back-Propagation that may prove more suitable for this prob

lem. Back-Propagation can be slow and ineflScient because it only uses the first 

derivative (or gradient) of the training error. There are second-order optimization 

algorithms [63] which take advantage of the second derivative information to achieve 

faster convergence. An example of yet a diflFerent approach is the novel work by Hush 

and Home [64], in which piecewise linear sigmoidal nodes are used in a constructive 

training algorithm which automatically selects the number of hidden nodes required 

to achieve arbitrarily small estimation error. Vector Quantization theory is another 

area in which faster and better algorithms in codebook synthesis are reported on a 

regular basis. These may provide training sets that better represent the input space. 

In conclusion, many design issues are still open. The feasibility of the neural 

network approach has been demonstrated unequivocally, however. The results are 

promising enough that neural networks should now be considered a serious and viable 

choice among those in the image super-resolution "toolbox" available to the research 

community. 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of Regularized Back-Propagation Equations. 

Assume a single hidden layer MLP whose input, hidden and output layer sizes axe 

denoted by I-J-K, respectively. Let N be the size of the training set. Define 

• yk(n) - Actual output of the node for the n"' training sample. 

• dkin) - "Desired" output of the node for the n''' training sample. 

•  'Pk(-)  ~  Activation function of the k^^ node. 

• Vk(n) - "Internal activity" of the k'^^ node for the n''^ training sample. 

• - Local gradient of the k^'^ node for the n"' training sample. 

This notation and all definitions are consistent with those of section 3.2.1.3 and 

axe repeated here for convenience. The neuron equations are the following: 

Vkin)  =  ip {vk(n))  (A.1) 

J 
Mn)  = ^WkiVj in)  (A.2) 

j=i 

which axe equivalent to (3.6). 
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Summary of Results for conventional Back-Propagation 

For batch training mode, the change in weight is given by 

dwkj  

where Save is given by (3.10). This results in 

= -7^ (A.3) 

^Wkj = ^ Z! ̂ k{n)yj{n) (A.4) 
N 

N n=l 

where 6k(Ti) is given by (3.12) and (3.13). 

Prom (3.10) and (3.7), Save can be written as 

£«« = 5^I|D - Yf (A.5) 

where D and Y are A' x TV matrices with elements dk{n) and t/jfc(n), respectively. 

Regularized Back-Propagation 

Now define the cost function Cx as 

C x  =  { l -  X ) S a v e  + (A.6) 

where Sc is a regularizing constraint on the estimate, and A > 0 is the regulariza-

tion paxameter. 

Specifically, let Sc be a weighted-norm constraint on the estimate, in the form of 
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£c = 2^i|CYiP (A.7) 

where C is a M x K" matrix - the reguiarization operator - and the 1 /2N scaling 

is for mathematical convenience. Thus, (A.6) takes the form 

= 2^I|D - Y|r + 2^I|CY|P (A.8) 

where 7 = 1 — A. To simplify, let S = CY be the M x N matrix with elements 

k 
s{m,  n) = 51 c(m, k)yk{n)  (A.9) 

k=\ 

Then 

n m n m ( k 
\ \CYf  = [|S|p = £ X) = £ £ (£ f^ )yk(n) ) (A.IO) 

n=l ni=l n=li7i=l \A:=1 / 

Consistent with (A.3), the weight update is still given by 

Now, however. 

acx _ T a||D-Yf ^ A 3||S|P 
dwkj  2N dwkj  2N dwkj  

Let 
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M 

R{'f^) = 53 n) (A. 13) 
m=l 

Then, from (3.10) and (A.13), (A.12) can be rewritten as 

= J_ f fA141 
dwkj  dwkj  dwkj  )  

This holds true for either an output or a hidden node weight. 

Output Node 

For an output node, the derivative in the second term can be written as 

A dR{n)  _ A ^ ds '^{m,n)  A ^ ^ds(m,n)  
Z. p,,,. . o . (A.15) 

2N dwkj  dWkj  ^  9wkj  

where, by the chain rule, 

ds (m, n)  ds  (m,  n)  dyk  (n)  dvk  (n) 
(A.16) 

dwkj  dykin)  dvk{n)  dwkj  

= c(Tn,k)(p'k(vk(n))yj{n) (A.17) 

Therefore, 

where Pkin) = c(Tn, k)s{m, n). The weight update becomes 

(A. 18) 
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= -^lZ(7¥'!k(yifc(^))yiWeA:(n)-A<^;t(7;A:(n))yy(n)Pfc(n)) (A.20) 

(A.19) 

= -^ XT {yM)v'k iykin)) (jek{n) - XPk{n))) 
•'* n=l 

= Zj2^kin)y j in)  
n=l 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

where 

6^{n)  = {vkin))  i jek{n)  -  XPk(n))  (A.23) 

is the regularized local gradient of the output node k at iteration n. Notice 

that (A.22) and (A.23) are identical to (A.4) and (3.13), respectively, for A = 0, 

as expected. 

Hidden Node 

For a hidden node, (A. 15) still applies, but now 

VrC dyj{n)  dvj{n)  
dvkip) dyj{n) dvj(n) dwji 

(A.24) 

(A.25) 

K 
= ^)'p'k Mn)) Wkj^p'j (vjin)) yi{n) (A.26) 

fc=i 

Therefore, 
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i^ jH)  E^kj^p 'k  {yk{n))  Pk{n)  (A.27) 

and the weight update becomes 

„ iV / K 
= T 2/«(^)¥'y (^iW) Yi Wkjek(n)ip'f, (vkin)) (A.29) 

n=l \ k=l 

-Xyi{n)cpj (vjin)) ^ WkjiPk (ufc(n)) Pfc(n)) (A.30) 
K 
E 
fc=i / 

S (^jH) S ̂fcjVfc KW) (7efc(n) - APfc(n))^ (A.31) 
n=l \ fc=l / 

N K 

^ S (A.32) 
n=;l k=l 
N 

= ;^ E Ws/iW (A .33) 
n=l 

where 

6f (n) = cp ' j  {v j (n))  5]) WkjSk (n)  (A.34) 
fc=i 

Again, (A.33) is identical to (3.12), with ^fc(n) replaced by 5ib(n). 

Stmunary of Results for Regiilarized Back-Propagation 

The implementation of this Regularized Back-Propagation can be summarized as 

follows: 

1. Define Pfc(n) as 
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M 

Pk{n)  = c{m,k)s(Tn,n) (A.35) 
m=l 

M K ^ 

= X) 12 ^)yk(^) (A.36) 
m=l jt=l 

2. Define the regularized local gradient at the A:"' output node as 

Sj^(n)  =  cpk (vk{n))  (7efc(n)  -  XPk{n))  

3. All other equations in the standard BP algorithm still apply, 

Sj(n)  replaced by S^(n)  and Sj{n) .  

with 

(A.37) 

Sk{n) and 
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